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An Indispensable Resource on
Puppet Theatre !

International Bibliography on Puppetry:
English Books 1945-1990,
by GeneviBve Leleu-Rouvray and Gladys Langevin.
281 pp. Munich: K.G. Saur, 1993.168 DM.

By Jobn type of puppet, etc. The same goes for the vast amount of
Sernar " How To" books in various genres . Sometimes the categori -

cal differentiations seem inconsequential: books about Bread
and Puppet Theater, for example, are in a separate category

The increased interest in puppet theater in the past de- from books about the theater's director, Peter Schumann--a
cade or so has drawn many of us to build and perform rather needless distinction. One wonders if bookish order
puppet shows, or include puppets as an acceptable cle- might still have been maintained with a little bit less Byzan-
ment in theater pieces featuring actors. Such practical in- tine articulation.

terests, in turn, fuel a fascination in the cro=cultural his- One can still find one's way around this great re-
tory, theory, and practices of puppet theater in different source with ease, however, and there's a complete index
societies at different times. It is at the point of trying to in the back referencing subjects, authors, and titles. In
find out more about puppet theater that the enthusiast short, this book is an indispensable resource for serious
might become frustrated, since books on the subject are (or non-serious) research into the field of puppet the-
often hard to find. GeneviOve I.eleu-Rouvray and Gladyh ater. It lists all kinds of fascinating treasures, including a
Langevin ' s International Bibliography on Puppetry: En- special 1 976 issue of Closeup on "The Puppet Films", fic-
glisb Books 1945- 1990 is 'a wonderful answer to this chal- tion dealing with puppets from Carlo Collodi ' s Pinoc-
lenge: it is remarkably complete guide to finding out what- chic) books to an analysis of Cados Fuentes's use of "dolls

ever you might want to know about puppets. Anyone at and puppets as wish fulfillment symbols"; choreographer
all interested in puppet theater will be enthralled paging Lincoln Kierstein's book on bunraku; Richard Barnard's
through it. autobiography of his life as an itinerant English puppe-

Like the French bibliography Leleu-Rouvray and teerinthenineteenthcentury,astudy ofartist Paul Klee's
Langevin put together with Bernard Grelle , Bibliographic puppets , sculptures , reliefs , masks and theater by his son
internationale de la Marionnette : Oin,rages en Felix , and Edward Gorcy' s toy theater Dracula book , just

Franrais,/945-/996 (reviewed in the last issue of PI), this to name a few.
one divides the works ( 1 ,056 English - language books) with International Bibliography on Puppetry: English
Cartesian precision into over two hundred different catego- Books / 5 45- 1990 might be hard to find in your local
ries-a myriad swirl of groupings which fits the wonderful bookstore, but libraries should certainly be encouraged
complexity of this world-wide subject, but which might tend to purchaseit.Perhaps the easiest way to get this volume
to confuse those less devoted to minute classification. Col- is from Ray DaSilva's wonderful on-line puppet bookstore
lections of puppet plays. for example, are not gathered to- (www.puppetbooks.co.uk), which does carry it. ·
gether into one grouping, but several, according to region,
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Though it didn't do :211 that well when (_)scar nominations were :innounced, the f ihn /fe///,R/obit

Malkoricb caused quite a sens:ltion when it first arrived in theaters across tile countly. 11 certainly
Ap.trked some lively exch.inges (311 Puptcrit (plippetij A on-litle :111hwertc) Attic/:'1/6 /,Mt/2~/m« As might

have been predicted. the sheer originality (if not critical success) of the film 11:is ili·C:lily sp:iwned
Ill()re imit.itors 111.111 Elvis. Ilerc .tre juht .1 few (,1 Ule 11(,111.lges whk'|1 h.<ve Cithet ,[lic·.id>·, ()1 :Ire hoon

to be, loohed on un Linslispecting pill)|ic.

« BEING MISS PIGGY

57. 1 > A hil.ti'ic)11,5 .Icir<'111,11'e by dic),c iii'epressible
Miippeth®, in which Gonzo :ic'cklentally iiiA-

-

, covcrs .t tlinne| itit<) Mish Piggv's tilind. 1 le linds
..

..J. 4 the .idventiirc exhil,mati,14, until he inadvert-
entl>' gets c.tlight lip in .in .1111()1(,its »ronip in

.// 0. gilit the swump" with Kermit . [ luis then lincercilic )-
niously dumped back into his own body out-
side the gates c )1 211 unli,imed Orlando theine
13.ilk. :incl spetill>. much of tlic reht of the film

"Bil ll' f .-/ 13£ .: - BEING JOHN trying to ni.ike his way to the "Cre:iture Slicip
MALKOVICH for gender trashignment. This cinematic cbc/

II : Craig 's Revenge d oelipre \5 enriched hy ilieitiot-:ll )| C songs

John (:usack reprises his ( When a Boy in a Girl Meets a Boy like You")

role :ts Craig, the puppeteer who is Ko inept, he :111(1 sn.ippy dhiloglle, cis in 1]lis Scene in ,1 11,11·,

is unable to make a living on the streets of the where Piggy notices (apparently for the first

1:trgest city in ille country. Now, 20 ye:irs after time) t]Uit Fr:ink ()z is sitting next to her- hold-

Craig bec:ime trapped in the body of :i young ing her, in fucL in a most intini:ite way.

girl, the nionient 11.15 .it last artived for John
Malkc,vich .ind his sidekick, Charley Sheen, to Piggy: Bonjour, 11.incisoine~ And wh.it do

approptiate her body :is their next physic:il vcs- A (,Li llc)?

,sci. They re-open the tunnel. but iii,st as they en- Frank Oz: I'ni :1 piti,peteer.

ten Craig escapes! He wnips the young wom:in Piggy: Check, please!
in cluct ripe and sniliggles her (:11(,ng with Frank Oz: I mean, a director!
Malkovich :ind Sheen) into a NASA prolie, 1,(,lind
for deep space. In an ironic twist, Craig finds that Derivative. yes, but with :1 l'cr/)-e//ic//1//gse//H't
people still have no interest in his puppet shows. which will turn your whole Whitanschammg
This is wackv, weird stuffi on its head!
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BEING EDDY
A script for the 7 'V site ()iii Frasier. due to be with the power hungry crowd and prcivides al
aired as a one-hour special later this season. The voice of reason. Mysteriously, Carter disappears
fun begins when Frasier's brother, Ailes, discov- after the sketch.
ers a tlinnel beliind the rack of Pouilly-FuissO in In an unrelated incident, the actor who
Frasier's wine cellir. It leads him int(, the body played Al Gore has left the popultit show and
of Eddy, his Father's feisty little terrier. His utter moved to Georgia, where he is building,houses
joy in the freedom he feels soon turns to horror for low-income families.
as Eddy begins Kniffing every *oochy poste-
rior" in the park. Back in his own body, his tale BEING COOL
is met with predictable skepticism from Frasier.
Nonetheless, it is only a short while before Even popular children's entertaider, Raffi, has

Frasier, Niles AND their father are all in Eddy gotten into the act. I lere's a sample frOm his i

together. Their purs,lit of  a coquettish French nic,st recent albuin, "I Ioney Bee, be all that you

pc,(,dle ]:ind.~ theni in the dog pound and in clan- can be, Honey":

Aer of imminent neutering ! Will Daphne arrive Wandering witb Willie, wallaing bomefront
in time to save them? Stay tuned! school,

1 le offers you a cigarette, and *ys *at
BEING AL GORE smoking:s 'cool '; , ;

Just tell him, 'Take that cigarette and stuffA recent Saturday Night Live sketch in which 1
it m your ear, 1 1 1the talented cast of' impersonators stilit their stuff.

1 am not.Job}i Malizoricb, l'ni a puppeteer.Bill Clinton (1):irrell H:itiinic,nd) finds a tunnel
into Al Gore (also Darrell Hammond), and real- The concept of "puppeteer'l as a fneta- 1
izes that this Coilld be his way back into the phor for self-empowerment may arguably be a 1
White House. Soon HiNary Clinton (Ana bit abstract for Raffi's young fans,!but then dgain, ~
Gasteyer), I.iddy Dole (Clieri Oteri), Alan Keyes the original film's lack of success with the Acad- ;
Clim Meade,ws) and a host of others are all eniv was blamed on its clatkness I
crowding into Al Gore in the hope of sharing and psychological complexity, 4 I
the presidency. C)nly the show's guest host, ,() go flglire! 1 *'- -~1

Jitiiiny Carter, playing himself, refuses to go along .44,
This iss , ic of /4 /ppetrr hitenlatic )11 (Il is full of complexity of a differ-

ent sort. Our focus is on traditional :ind classic forms of puppetry, from ,
Indonesian way:ing to American marionettes, from Indian itinerant story- ,„p , , #f 11'B M, Affl, ~ 1
tellers to 19th century Itali:in plippetry und, inevital)ly, Mr. Punch! Where '11' i

director Spike Jonze used puppetry as a metaphor for control, history shall 1,

bear out the puppet as a inedium of myth-making, and as :in art form in , 1
"111,1111~ ,

-8-14''ib! iwhich the numinous is made manifest! 45 11'~"JI [1 It,Andrew Periale ''L  ,, ':Fl 'k~ 11
liz
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The term "traditional
puppetry" can be misleading. It
carries implications of practice
going back to time immemo-
rial, but the terminology itself
is a nineteenth-century jnven-
tic,n and most of the surviving
artifacts date from that period.
Today it is also a convenient
label for work that is not
primarily "experimental" or
"avant-garde," and in this
context it often has negative
connorations. Notions of "high"
culture and "low" culture
(largely a nineteenth-century

I * '

1 1 r 'r development) led to a percep-
tion of puppets as poor-tnan's

rl theater and a form of entertain-

mile classes. In practice it was
the performance situation
rather than any preconceivede
notion of "high" or "low"

" 'f culture that dictated the nature
+

nineteenth-century showmen
1 V '-I/ -

of that performance. Most

were concerned first and
foremost with making a living
out of their skills  and went

c + *MEM 2 wherever there was an audi-
ence. The street Punch-and-
Judy performer collected

Pinocchio , as currently staged by the Teatro del Drago (Monticelli), Ravenna pennies from the populace , but also appealed to the gener-
osity of the more affluent passer-by and could often be
persuaded to give a show under the windows of a middle-
class house for half-a-crown, and for a more considerableTraditional Puppets fee would come into the house :ind entertain adults and
children (only hy the mid-nineteenth century had Punch and

Today: Three Italian Judy become the frequent appanage of the children's party)
Because of its associations with the street and with busking,

Companies the glove puppet fell into a different category from the
marionette theater. The former was associated with street
entertainment, the latter with theater.

by Job n McCormick
In the 18th century, there are plenty of cases of

aristocratic marionette theaters performing miniaturized
versions of opera and, by the end of that century, a solid
middle-class following had also developed. By the 18605,
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many travelling marionette companies in Europe were appear. They usually served as spokespersons for the leader
transporting complete dismantlable theaters with them, and of the puppet company, both playing a role within the piece
some of these portable theaters could contain several and addressing the audience directly. In Milan, there was
hundred spectators. Like the actors' theaters, they had Girolamo, in Turin Gianduja, in Bergamo Gioppino, in the
several prices, with comfort varying between tile good Veneto Facanapa, whilst in Reggio Emilia, Fagiolino (Bolo-

(padded) seats for the middle-class spectator and the gna) and Sandrone (Modena) became extremely popular.
cheaper places for the pc,c,r. They offered a real alternative Florence could boast Stenterello, Rome Rugantino, whilst in
to actors' theater and were sometimes the only theater seen Southern Italy and Sicily, Pulcinella was, if not supplanted,
by poor urban audiences or more rural ones. Many were at least accompanied by a host of new characters
also attended by more sophisticated urban audiences, who

Before the twentieth century, the majority of compa-
appreciated their miniaturized imitation of the mainstream

nies performed and travelled almost entirely within their
theater of the day, wlietlier direct or in parodic form. By the

own region. Three major north-Italian companies were Lupi
early 2(}th century, much of what might be thought of as

of Turin, Colla of Milan and Monticelli of Emilia Romagna,
"traditional" puppetry had been relegated to children's

and all three are still active today. The purpose of this article
amusement, and the performers, to earn a living, adapted

is to compare these initially very similar companies, and to
their productions accordingly. Like actors' theater, puppet

chart their development over a period of nearly two centu-
theater had to face the onslaught of cinema, and the slender

ries. The Lupi company originated with Luigi Lupi, who
economic basis of many troupes meant that they gradually

arrived in Turin in 1818 as assistant to an itinerant glove-
ceased to be able to compete, and the puppeteers tliem-

puppet showman, Jacoponi. By1823, he was running the
selves chose more lucrative employment. In Britain, the

company and moved into the San Martinianc) Theater, where
demise of "traditional" puppetry after 1914 was rapid and

the company remained until 1883. During this period, they
most companies had vanished by the 19301 Italy presented

moved from the glove puppet to the marionette and built up
a rather different picture, though a marked decline took

a repertoire which reflected the huge development of the
place in the later 19505. Some companies managed to

entertainment industry of the time, with a notable emphasis
survive in one form or another, and some (such as the

on spectacular sensation dramas and major musical shows
Sicilian pupb were revived before the tradition hail quite

and revues such as were staged in the actors' theaters. The
disappeared. One should remember, of course, that Italy

theater was up to date in every way and by now catered to
became a country relatively late ( 1861). Before th:it, it was a

a ashionable public. Whilst the juvenile component of
collection of states ruled, or at least controlled, by the great

audiences was of significance, performances were by no
powers of the day- Spain, Austria, France and the Papacy

means geared for children.
Even today, Italian politics are affected hy regionalisin.
There is often little in common between a Milanese and a Pietro Micca, Teatro Giandula (Lupi), Turin
Palermitan, or even a Florentine or u Bolognese,
and independence movements often lie only just I

below the surface. Up to the late nineteenth cen- r-I; 1 .' i.'I. ' 7 ;.111

tury. the notion of an Italian 1:ingu:iKe did not exist-
people spoke Tuscan, Sicilian, Venetian,
Piedmontese and a host of other dialects or sitl,-
dialects. The Coinmedia dell'Arte of the sixteenth to 1 1

1 jeighteenth centuries had been profoundly affected
by this regic,nalism- evely :ire:i had its own mask or
masks with their own dialect. The inost important
were Arlequin, Brighell.1, P.int.11(,ne, Pulcine11.1 and 7

the Doctor, ancl these s:ime masked figures were to ~8 'J,4 1 - r. /- -»»
be fc,und on the puppet stage. In the last years of *4:81/ £1 1
the eighteenth centilly .ind the e.iiIy nineteenth , 1, ./**, f

century, new local puppet characters began to
1 4-LI
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1 Promessi Sposi (The Betrothed)

staged by Carlo Colla e Figli, Milan

In 1884, the Lupi company moved into a very elegant
1,200-seat theater in the Via d'Angennes, which soon and, as audiences became more juvenile in the early twenti-
became known as the Gianduja theater, after the main comic eth century, his name and picture began to appear on

figure of the troupe  Gianduja, always operated (and spoken sweet-wrappers and on lump sugar. The Via d'Angennes

for) by the troupe leader, had come to replace Harlequin as theater flourished until shortly before the Second World War

comic figure and announcer of the troupe, though for a long when the Lupi company, unable to compete with cinema

time he simply alternated with him in the same function. and a declining interest in puppet theater, moved out of the
Initially, the comic figure had been Gerolamo, the country- Via d'Angennes theater, which was sold to become a

man in the city who is able to comment satirically on life cinema. The Lupi company was now without a regular

and manners, but, during the Napoleonic period, when theater and their performances were almost exclusively for
Napoleon's brother Jerome had been placed in control of young audiences. Eventually, in 1961, a more permanent

Piedmont, the authorities refused to tolerate a puppet which establishment was found for them in the vaults of the church
had, effectively, the same name as the Emperor's brother. In of San Teresa, and this also provided them with display

Milan, Gerolamo remained the comic figure of the Fiano space for some of their puppets and scenery, though a great
company, but in Turin, he changed his name to Gianduja. deal of their immense collection simply went into storage.
Reflecting the sc,cial changes of the period, both Giandula The Lupi family possesses one of the richest collec-
and Gerolamo became more urbanised, but, as they began tions of material in Italy. Their museum has been a fascina-
to attract more middle-class audiences, they also began to tion and a delight for over 30 years, but is now difficult to
rise socially and the gap between them and the bourgeoisie maintain, and the bulk of their extensive collection is stored
they were entertaining became less and less perceptible.
Gianduja was turned into an emblem of the city of Turin
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Italy. He added more contemporary historical plays to his
father's repertoire, including ones dealing with the recent

under very poor conditions and under serious threat of battles of Magenta and Solferino (June 4 and June 29, 1859),

dispersal or simply irretrievable deterioration. It comprises French victories which had contributed to the final liberation

several thousand puppets, about 1000 backcloths and of northern Italy from Austria. His son, Carlo II, took over

assorted wings and borders (many by well-known scene- the company at the age of 17 and turned it into one of the
painters of Turin's Teatro Reggio), some 800 handwritten great marionette companies of the second half of the
scripts, going back to the second decade of the nineteenth nineteenth century. Like the Lupis, he developed a new and

century, and literally mountains of costumes, shoes, weap- spectacular repertoire. Among his greatest productions were

ons and countless other accessories . Excelsior ( 1894), based on a vastly popular stage show ,
Around tbe World in Eighty Days (1897), Christopher Colum-

Today, the company continues working with its bus ( 1898) and the patriotic Pietro Micca (1906). The latter
nineteenth-century scenery and puppets, sometimes refur- was based on a real-life Piedmontese soldier who, with great
bished, sometimes added to. However, they do this out of heroism, helped save the city of Turin in 1706 during the
love and an almost religious desire to prevent a long family Franco-Spanish siege. The nationalism of a united Italy made
tradition from dying out, and there is no question of the him into a national hero in the last quarter of the nineteenth
activity providing a real source of income, In addition, they century and, in 1875, Luigi Manzotti put him on the stage as
now work with a troupe composed preponderantly of non- the hero of a spectacular musical show. Carlo Colla II, with
family members. In terms of repertoire, origins, type of his family company, known as Carlo Colla et Figli, first
company and a tradition of working in a large fixed theater, moved into the Gerolamo theater, Milan, in 1906. In 1911,
there are strong parallels between the Lupi company and they became the theater's resident company and remained
that of Carlo Colla e Figli. The Collas, a prosperolis Milanese there until 1957, when it closed down, as the city planned to
family, one-time arms suppliers for the Austrians who demolish it .
trimmed their fortunes to the Napoleonic Cisalpine Republic
(1797), later "Kingdom of Italy," were ruined after the fall of They presented Milanese audiences with a number of

Napoleon in 1814 and had to leave Milan for Piedmont. The fantastic musical productions, plays, operas and musical
first professional puppeteer in the family seems to have fables : Cinderella, Puss in Boots, From tbe Eartb to tbe Moon,

been Antonio Giovanni Carlo , known as "Giuseppe" (b . I Promessi Sposi (Tbe Betrotbed, from Manzoni ' s classic

1805), and family tradition holds that he began by using the novel- a piece to be found in many marionette repertoires),
family's own amateur puppet stage and figures in order to Tbe Last Days ofPompei (almost on the scale of a Cecil B . de

earn a living. He travelled in Piedmont and the main charac- Mille epic), as well as occasional topical pieces and revues

ter of his troupe was Famiola , a Piedmontese peasant who , with such titles as: 7be Centenary Of Gerolamo, Gerolamo,

apart from the accent, closely resembled Gerolamo of the King of tbe Aviators.

Fiando company in Milan. The earliest registers of the Colla The loss of the Gerolamo theater meant a temporary
company date from 1835 and give a good idea not only of abandonment of the Colla's activities, but the city of Milan
the places visited but also of' the repertoire performed. offered storage to the material and in 1965, under the
Notable were a number of dramas adapted from the popular vigorous management of Eugenio Monti-Colla, the company
theatrical repertoire of the time , such as 7be Prisons of was reconstituted on a more commercial basis. With the
Lamberg, Tbe Innocent Parricide, Robinson Crusoe, Attila, introduction of new members, it ceased to be a family
tbe Scourge Of God and the popular Italian subject , Guerrino troupe , although much of their mode of operation maintains
Meschino. The last of these pieces , with its popular chivalric something of the notion of a community working (and
theme, owed more to retellings of~ medieval romance than to eating) together. Old productions were tidied up and some
the theatre and featured in virtually every Italian marionette new ones created. Conservation was important, but so was
(and pupi) repertoire from Sicily to Lombardy the continuance of traditional skills, especially in such areas

At the death of "Giuseppe" in 1861, his son Carlo as carving, painting, puppet construction and costume. The
toured the small towns and the countryside of the north of company has an impressive range of skills in these fields

and the craftsmanship of their new figures is of a very high
order indeed. They have sought exposure on film and
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Le Cinque Giornata (The Five Days),

as staged by Carlo Colla e Figli, Milano

television, principally as a way of promoting their activities
rather than as a form of expression in itself, have toured
both nationally and internationally, have become much Gerolamo theatie and is in some ways comparable to a
occupied with education and training and have also created clashical ballet company of today trying to re-create a
an important resource centre. Their economic viability Tchaikc,vsky ballet in the grand manner of the later nine-
depends at least in part on regular performances for schoc,1 teenth century. The Cc,11:1 company has also created new
groups, which give their work a further educational justifica- works in the gr:ind style, :ind these include Eduardo de
tion. The Colla company members have become virtuoso Filippo's versie,n of '/be 72,//pest (1985).
performers of the large-scale marionette theater. They
generally use two high bridges (as does the Lupi comp:iny), Of the three troupes studied, the Colla company has

with sometimes as many as 14 manipulators, magnificent been the most successful in creating a highly marketable

scenery in the nineteenth-century ,style and up to 250 figures product, and it is iinpossil,le to conie aw:ty from one of

in one performance . Tbe Last Days of Pompei, vaguely based their productions without being extremely impressed . They
on Spontini's opera Tbe Vestal, includes Roman triumphs, have recreated, in a tidied-up way, a type of production

gladiatorial cornbats in the arena, and the final eruption of which has :ill but vanished. It is rather like a theatrical

Vesuvius. This is a re-creation of an earlier production of the thente-park. evoking a nineteenth-century theater that
many modern spectators lack the historical knowledge or
imagination to access.
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The Monticelli family offers a rather different profile
today, despite rather similar origins to the Colla and Lupi
companies . The original troupe began with Ariodante Grimm. Pinocchio ( 1990) took Collodi ' s text as a starting-

Monticelli (1825-1910) from Piedmont, who toured northern point, but unlike the marionette theater of the nineteenth

Italy with marionettes. His son, Vittorio, later moved to century where the dramatic repertoire was led by the text,

Emilia performing in Modena, Bologna, Ferrara, Rovigo, however attractive the scenery and scenic effects might be,

Padua and the region. His children, most notably Otello this was conceived as a piece of visual theater, scarcely

(1905-1978), gradually turned to glove-puppets, working dependent on language, though possibly requiring a famil-

particularly with the well-known figures of the Emilian iarity with Collodi's book (which every Italian knows well).

repertoire: Fagiolino, Sandrone, Brighella and Doctor Part of its interest lies in the way in which it deconstructs

Balanzone. Otello founded his own marionette company in the book, turning it into a series of episodes, not necessarily

1927, but in 1934 he and his wife joined the Yambo (Enrico sequentially linked, playing with the metaphor of the puppet

Novelli) company, with which they stayed for 9 years. After and drawing the onstage and costumed manipulators in and

this he had his own group and played with both marionettes out of the action as appropriate. Pinoccbio is still one of

and glove-puppets. Between 1955 and 1961, he worked with their most popular pieces, especially abroad. Teatro del

Vittorio Podrecca's I Piccoli and toured abroad with them, Drago constantly looks for outside contributions in the form

and after this he turned his attention exclusively to the of directors, designers, writers, composers and other artists,

glove-puppet. Otello's children continued the tradition, but and this allows their work to develop and avoid the risk of

the real renewal came with his grandsons, Andrea (b. 1958) becoming bogged down in any single and restricting style.

and Mauro (b. 1961), who formed a new company in 1979, They have also collaborated with other companies, notably

Teatro del Drago (Dragon), based in Ravenna. Mauro the vastly influential shadow theatre company Gioco-Vita,

follows Otello in the glove-puppet tradition of Emilia known for the way in which they have liberated the shadow

Romagna and performs with such popular local figures as theater from the limitations of the single and fixed screen

Sandrone and Fagiolino. This work is mainly presented and turned it into one of the most exciting forms of pup-

locally, often to schools, but has also had considerable petty today.

success at festivals with little plays such as 7be Abduction Of Pinocchio , Teatro Gianduja

Prince Carlo. However, they have also made a decisive (Lupi), Turin. Here, Gianduja

move into a more contemporary type of puppetry which is cast as Gepetto

involves a combination of puppets,
shadows and actors. (Andrea is trained as , // i #i : 1
an actor) For these productions, they are '5.-- » ,;4*'
usually a small group of three performers, 9 S -1 -26' 1.i..
and in this are very different from the =:4/*1}:= '. 7 «fl i j .1.--

Colla or Lupi companies. The nature of
their work is also very different. Myth and
narrative material are a starting point of
nearly everything they dc), but there is 3 4 v ··= r -.r- 6* Am/ 1 6 ~ ~3 4;- , )
little sense of a novel or play being ~» 1.2: + ~ ~ ~.i-' .
adapted for the puppet stage. What they
offer is a piece of performance, devised
and created using the most appropriate
theatrical means, including a variety of '241 1,1.-.V

forms that might be construeel as pup-
petry. In 1983, they presented a trilogy of * .* R"d' ~1
pieces adapted from the work of J.R. :l-1
Tolkien, and Tbe Glass Mountain (1988) * -Sk

was inspired by tales by the Brothers .*"" .'4. 4 ~,#~M'£4.'4|*iNg- **M;*
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An examination of the state of the Lupi, Colla and maintain a much greater feeling for a continuous, if
Monticelli companies today shows ways in which declining, tradition, whereas the Colla theatre has all
companies have attempted to cope with radical changes the hallinarks of a revived one.
in audiences and performance conditions, :ind the

For the Monticelli family, tile marionette stage is a
impact that this has had on their work. A comparative

part of their past. but the very healthy glove-puppet
failure to develop ,such strategies has led to the difficult

tradition of his father :ind gr:inell:ither is much to the
.situation of the Lupi company. If one remembers how

fore in the work of Mauro Monticelli, and the traditional
tent!()us is the thread between survival and disappearing

puppeteer's ability to convey a story to an audience has
for many a puppet company, the value of these compa-

taken on a new value in the larger productions of
nies can be fully appreciated. The notion of preservation

Teatio del DI'.igo. It is iIi the tradition of travelling
and conservation is important to both the Colla and I.upi

theater, but instead of roaming around the Italian
conip:inies, and both depend partly on nostalgia appeal.

countryside in search of  audiences. they now have an
With lic,th companies, one can see a mastery of the

extensive schedule of travelling to specific engage-
tecliniques of the marionette stage. With a much higher

nients, many of them abroad.
degree of organization, the (]011.1 company has entered
into the more commercial workl of the late twentielll In the c.,se of:111 three companies, the continua-
century. whereas, if the criterion for "profession:11" work tion of traditional practice, with a greater or lesser
is the ability to earn a living, the LIM have dropped into degree of adaptation to the later twentietli century, is of
a categoty which might need to be defined as "amateur." consideruble import:ince :15 a living source of inspira-
Despite this. however, the Lupis have managed to tion and reference for the nic)(lern puppeteer. •

Omitted from tbe last issue-

Illustrations for kin Cuming's
The publisher's Sugar Ant Marionette
infor mation
for the gorgeous, =1
thought-provoking
book: ]111~ ~11~[1[~11~~j

4 m AVAILABLE FROM UMI
Attention k Loop. 1 +1@
by Elizabeth King | A Bell & Howell Company

Box 78,300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

were based on drawings by 800-52 1-0600 toll-free
(Harry Abnlms, 313-761-1203 faxAnita Sinclair
NY-1999) 87pp author/illustrator of the delightful
hardbound , $ 29 . 95 Tbe Puppetry Handbook,
ISBN 0-8019-1998-2 available through the

Puppetry Store (xee ad )
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"Once 1/17¢ re 1/17*rrpors"
TAe str#gste to pre.serve
traK:60,1 in &'0 #thern
1}1/04. in 4 EAd}15},15 fr/ dt'voriA

r--f
Sy TAeD,lora 6 kipitares

Long bel(,re I cume to India, 1 was fasci-

nated by the ancient S:Inski·it tenn
Stitradbara, which 11: is several nie .inings :
literally "string holder." it :115(, describes a
puppeteer, stage director, and even is a , /4./~.6*fi~/1 4 Air -S
word for God. In India, puppetry is 11(,th
an :incient :ind a sacred :irt. This evening,
I 'm in a teinple courty:iril"' in the co:istal
village of Rhatak:11 on tile Arabian Sea, in ,46
Southern Indin, waiting to sce :i nmrionette re Ki
show by the Ganesh Yaksh:lgan:i

Gonibey:tia Troupe of 1  }ppinakudru. cli-
rected bv 1311:isk:ir Kainath. I'm with S.A. 4

Krislinaial}'z'- a folklorist, piippeteer, and

senic,r Researcher :ind Deputy (:cic,rdin:i-
tor of Folk Performing Arts in I  }dipi. in
tile state of Karnat:ika. .'=1 7
T S: Krishnaiah, you've done extensive field
research on the piippet artists of this re- *M I

gion, Karnataka State, for the past 20 years.
What first interested you about puppets?

Manishasura
S A K: 1 was fascinated by puppetry as a
child. Later, in 1978, after I finished my undergraduate work, I

tions and had nourished people, and was now dec:tying. I felt
saw an advertisement in the daily newspaper. written by the

I could learn about these arts and present them for people to
Sangeet Natak Akademi (National Performing Arts Center). The see again.
center was offering fellowships to revive the dying art of pup-
petry. At that time, I was involved in experimental theater, So, I began to perform as a storytellet'L there were still a
basically as an actor. But I felt that there were already people couple of itinerant narrators in Karnataka State. This style of
out there set up as producers, actors, and directors to dc, this
kind of theater, whereas folk art had flourished for gener:i - All photos from Story of Kogga Kamath 's Marionettes

by Bhaskar Kamath, unless otherwise noted
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performing consists of 3 people- one
has a small harmonium, one has a
percussion instrument and cymbals, 

0/4*1and one is the main singer. The singer
wears a monk-like robe and a conical
hat. He simply narrates folk tales and
the other two accompany him musi-
cally and constantly ask him questions
about the story. This is a way of per-
forming :111 the characters of a story, 4:
usually stories witli religious and etlii-
cal themes.

So that's how I began. I joined a 33/9 la
troupe, playing one of the mlisici:ins.
When there was no leading actor avail-
able, I performed the leading role. So,
there we were , urban artists . taking Sita detained in Ashokovana
rural folk tales and presenting them
to rural communities. In one village called Kalaparainela, we
started at 10pm and stopped abruptly at midnight because we went one day in :in c,xcart to one village. There we fc,und out
had run out of material (stories) to tell them. Because, you where a shadow puppeteer lived, but he was not at home.
see, we were not "the real thing." Then the audience began to Only a few children were there. We asked if we could at least
howl, "No, no. no, don't stop! You must continue!" And then I see any puppets. They said, "The puppeteers have taken all of
said, "Why? We are from the city. We are not the itiner:int the puppets for a performance, There is only one puppet left
perforniers." "No, no, no, where are we to go? We have no- here." We asked why they left one puppet behind. We were
where to go. It's midnight. Ifyou stop now, there are 300 ofus told that the puppets are like family menibers, They are also
who do not have anywhere to go, to sleep." the guardians of tile family. This one left behind guards the

children or the oId people against any disaster.
So that's how I came to realize that over the years, traditional
theater forms were presented all night because there were not Around this time, I was admitted as a student of shadow pup-
any facilities to put up the audience. That's why performances petry at the Fine Arts Acticleniy in Bangalore, under a master
ended at daybreak. The villagers said, "You actors can stay at named Hombaiah, who died very recently. Shadow puppetry
hotels, but we have to drive our oxen and carts back home for has always been the art of a particular nomadic people, whose
a long distance." I added some funny stories, but eventually I tribal name is Killekyata. At first, they refused to teach us,
ran out of material once again. because this was a private family art. They felt that if they

taught young people, those students could surpass them and
That night, the village did not pay us. They said we dicin't do take away their income. So we told tliem, "We are not your
our joi). competitors. We only want to understand the ways of puppet

Discouraged, I gave up that kind of work. But when Mel performance and techniques and to explore this with rural

Helstein, a UCLA theater professor, started coming to South- audiences." Finally, they began to tell the story of how they

ern India to do puppetry research, he needed someone to go used to perform, and what their present circumstances had

with him to meet people and speak with them. 1 took that job. becoine. During a year, they would go 6 months on the road

One day, I said to him,"Look, you're always sitting in tlie hotel as puppeteers. The other 6 months they went hunting, fishing,

and writing and collecting information, but you must come and did tatooing and quiltmaking. During this time they would

and see life in the field. Then you will understand the context go collect grains from each house as their payment for per-

of the puppeteers- how they are suffering. He agreed, and we forming. Each puppeteer family had their own geographical
district and they could not perform beyond this area. This was
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all determined by the community chief. Whenever there was a volved with this art form. After a show, they would go to

conflict, groups of puppeteers would assemble and come to a each house and collect areca nuts- the substance which goes
judgment. Perhaps a penalty would be paid. In one village, I into the folded up paan leaf and is chewed as a stimulant.
found an inscription in stone which marked the boundary of This was considered as a kind of money, just as coconuts
one puppeteer family's district. It was a drawing of' a male were. Other kinds of performers, dancers, actors, were paid
puppet character with a tuft of hair. in this way as well.

T S: In the late 70's, were these boundaries still in effect? T S: You have made a map of where all the puppeteers of
Karnataka live. How did you get such detailed information?

S A K: They still are. I.et's say a performing family has 100
villages as their "turf." When the head of the family dies. if  he S A K: In 1982, 1 was preparing an assignment for my post-
has 4 sons, each will each inherit 25 villages for his district. graduate thesis on puppetry. I took a friend's bicycle and set

out to meet these nomadic performers, who travel from place
T S: Do these rules apply to the marionette troupe we are to place witli their horse or donkey. When I reached the first
abc.)Lit to see? village, my bicycle tire got punctured. I fixed it and went

S A K: No, this applies only to leather shadow puppets, not to tc,ward anc,ther village. I didn't have anywhere to stay, so I

string puppets. The string puppeteers are not nomadic. They slept at the bus stand. Finally. I reached some puppeteers. I

make up an elite community, called Vishwakarmi. Wherever asked them where their relatives were, and they told me. In

you go in Southern India, most of the marionette performers, this way, again and again, I collected information, and a few

90% of them, belong to the "smith" community- they are car- Puppets as well. Since I didn't have any money, I used to

penters, jewelers, bronze smiths, blacksmiths. Coastal give, as a ineans of exchange, some areca nuts, as a ritual of

Karnataka, where we are now, is an exception. good will. Or sometimes I had cigarettes. Eventually, I cov-
ered 1000 kilometers and learned where every string, glove,

T S: So it's not just tliis troupe that is an exception. It's the and shad(Av puppeteer lived.
whole coastal region?

T S: So what did you find out about this nomadic tribe of
S A K: In the coastal region, puppetry was in the hands of shade,w puppeteers?
carpenters. However, the Kamath family was recruited as sing-
ers and musicians for the performances. When the carpenters S A K: They had a long history. Their tribe had come from

got jobs constructing houses or c,ther big projects a while back, Maharashtra, in the north, and had once been warriors. They

they left dozens of puppets in the hands of the Kamath family, were honored as royal guards and offered a seat on the right

saying they were coming back the following month, and they side of the King. Their hunting and their pursuit of puppetry

never did, So gradually the Kamath family became more in. went hand in hand- from their hunting they got the leather
which they used for their puppets. Sometimes they were em-

ployed as spies in the enemy's kingdom because
they could gain entry into neighboring regions in
their garb as puppeteers.

In the villages, the shadow puppeteers were in-
vited to eradicate epidemics, especially of the do-
mestic animals. The puppeteers would take rice
and mix it with the blood of a sacrificed goat, and
spread this mixture around the village, around the
houses. And often, the epidemic would end.

The divine bird, Jatayu,

obstructing Ravana, who

is kidnapping Sita
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Even today, when there is a drought, puppeteers are brought
in to bring rain. They are very confident that they can do this

d , &
and they say, in a dramatic tone, "If it doesn't rain, I will give * 'L

up all my puppets- I will throw them away." In some districts,
they also perform exorcisms of spirits. The person who is pos-

sessed is asked to sleep under the puppeteers box, which is
always hung like a cradle, or else a puppet is placed on a mat :..
under the bed. And it's good if tile puppet in the box or on the
mat is the Killekyata, or jester character, which is a totem for
the puppeteers. It used to be placed onstage at the beginning , ...F

of a show to ward off any evil spirits.

T S: Are string puppets brought in to help the community in
any way?

S A K: When a woman desires to get pregnant, she can com-
mission a string puppet performance of a particular episode of ....1

*9

the Ramayana when Sita, wife of Lord Rama, is abducted to
Lanka and bears twins. Should the woman get pregnant, in ./....
her seventh month, she and other women who desire children o
bring fruits and green sarees as offerings to Sita.

T S: Has there been innovation in this tradition of folk art?

S A K: Yes. Traditionally, for example, puppets, especially
shadow puppets, were fixed in one place while a lot of speak-
ing and singing went on. Now, they have a lot of animation. fined way. Most of these well-balanced puppets have 6 strings-

2 for the head, and 1 each for the arms and legs. HanumanPuppeteers say that people demanded this change.
and his monkey warriors each have an extra string for animat-

But, one of the saddest things that happened to puppeteers ing the tail. One of the most wonderful features of these pup-
over the past several years is that puppets came to be seen as pets is their feet, Not only are they beautifully carved, but they
beautiful objects, as commodities to be sold to affluent stand and move in a very solid, precise way. These are rhyth-
westerners and easterners alike. Dealers would come to cer- mic, DANCING feet. Which makes sense because they are
tain villages and trick the puppeteers into selling their puppets known as Yakshagana puppets, after the vibrant dance form
for a tiny price. These puppets are lost to Lis. of this region of the same name.
........
• • • • • • • • The production lasts 2-1/2 hours and is performed by 16 sing-

ers, musicians, puppeteers. It is full of humorous, moving, and
As we are speaking, the courtyard is filling up completely.

 truly theatrical moments. This troupe presents a powerful, tra-
Two hundred children and mothers are inside, and outside,

ditional story in an authentically traditional style. At the same
where the wall of the courtyard meets the street, 200 or so

time, the work is very sophisticated. The monkey warriors
men have crowded together to watch. And behind the back can't help but play pranks with each (,ther while Hanuman
wall of the courtyard, yet another group of men and women

gives them their orders; Gods dramatically jump on to chariots
are waiting.

and drive away; Hanuman's tail is set ablaze and, in turn, he

The show begins. It is an episode from the Ramayana called sets tile entire kingdom on fire, which we witness as a minia-

Lankadahan in which the monkey king Hanuman flies over ture metal cutout in flarnes. Not c,ne c,f these drarnatic devices

the ocean to the evil Ravanna's kingdom of Lanka to see if he or special effects is lost on the audience, who cheer each time

can find Sita, Lord Rama's kidnapped wife. one of these magical moments appears.

.......The marionettes, about 2 feet high, are beautifully fabricated- % . . 0 . . . 0
carving, painting, and costuming are integrated in a very re-
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Wbatfollows is an interview between myself, Krisbnaiab, and mounting puppet shows . Our family has retained the pup-
Bbaskar Kamatb conducted tbefollowing day. petry tradition, but the social structure has changed since my

grandfather's time. It is not possible for me to make a living
T S: As artistic director of your group, how do you balance from puppetry because at my house I have a number of de-
innovation with tradition, especially in developing new epi- pendents. In earlier days, puppeteers had the confidence that
sodes and works? they could survive by means of their art, but today it is not

B K: This is a very good question. We have a particular tradi- possible.

tion of our own, which began more than 350 years ago- and is S A K: How was the situation during the time of your father's
still going on- called Yakshagana-style puppet theater. This father, Devanna Kamath?
Yakshagana art tradition is in the Northern style. The artists in
my troupe have traveled extensively, but they are attuned only B K: My grandfather lived by this art, but economically he
to traditional styles. If they were trained, they would adapt to remained very poor.
innovations and experiments. We need our own centers, or

T S: In Europe and North America, there are very few full-timeschools. But right now, we don't have proper institutional sup-
port. My house is the center now- all the hundreds of pup- puppet companies. Most are free-lance and they come together

for a particular project or tour. How is your company set up?pets are kept in boxes and when we receive invitations to
perform, all the artists go as a team and present the episode. B K: In other countries, puppet shows are often mounted with
We cannot concentrate on innovation in this house- we need a minimum number of artists, or as "one-man shows." But
a separate place. here, we have to maintain the whole team. It's not just my

I have personally experimented with an eye-winking device problem; similar problems are faced by my colleagues too.

for my puppets. Also, I have prepared a physical exercise There are 19 company artists. Many of them have their own
puppet capable of demonstrating gymnastics for youngsters. jobs. Some run a vendor shop, some are farmers, and a few

are college graduates. For a standard show, the minimum num-I would like to be able to experiment more.
ber of artists is 9. On the average, 14 members make up a

T S: What is the ideal daily practice for a puppet artist? How show. The play can be as short as 35 minutes in length or as
do you personally balance that ideal against the realities of long as 2-1/2 hours.
working to make a living?

S A K: How many performances do you do per year?
B K: My grandfather survived in this art, but not my father. He
had a small job in a tile factory and he balanced that with B K: We are invited to do about 150 shows, but we are accept-

ing only 60 to 70.20 years ago, we used to
perform 150 shows. Yesterday's episode
has been performed more than 1000 times.

S A K: Who are the senior artists in your
19 member team?

B K: There are three. One has been there
since 1959. The other two have been there
since 1964. A new member was taken just
last year in 1998. The company is giving
training to youngsters, whenever needed,

Kamath's puppet store

and workshop in the attic

(left and opposite)
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episode (the one we saw last night), we introduced an elephant

The "Ganesh Yakshagana Gombeyata puppet in I }dupi. Udupi is a famous pilgrim center with a Lord

Mandali" of Uppinakudru, near Kundapura, Krishna temple, where two live elephants are maintained by the
temple trustees. The devotees give money to the elephant. The el-is the best known puppet theater group in
ephant receives the coins and, with its trunk, blesses the devotees.Karnataka (Southern India). It has the credit
When the audience in Udupi saw the elephant in the puppet show,

of introducing the Yakshagana puppet the-
they began to throw coins at the stage. Once. a member of the

ater tradition to several foreign countries. The audience went directly back stage and put 25 rupees into my pocket
tradition was supported by the late Devanna and went :tway. Another time, a inember of the aiidience made
Kamath and his son, Kogga Kamath. Kogga gurl.inds with p,iper currency and presented them to a puppet while
Kamath's son Bhaskar has joined the tradi- the puppet show was going on.
tion in its third generation. Of course, the
tradition had an earlier history when In the p.,st, people 17.icl spiritual feelings towards puppet shows. For

auspicious ceremonies like marriages, or the coming up of goodDevanna Kamath's ancestors practiced it, but
crops, a puppet show would be commissioneci. This commission-

it was the late Devanna Kamath who revived
ing of a play was nanied "har.ike gonilieyaata.' People vowed to

it after a lapse of several years when the pup-
commission a play if they succeeded in some venture. Several de-

pets had almost been ignored. The troupe cades back, villagers looked upon puppeteers as the gods' divine
has traveled to France, Belgium, Holland, guests. All this happened in my grandfather's time (Devanna K:tinath,
Greece, and Australia. 1888-1971). Now, each year 10 to 15 shows :ire put up as "harake

goinhey:tata." In return, the artists are paid in kind, but not in cash.
The address of the troupe is:
Sri Bhaskar Kamath Spiritually, we maintain our puppets as childien. Our family not-

c/o Kogga Kamath ships wooden ptl])pets of C~:incsh to ward off evil. No puppet is
discarded even if it retiles from active life. The disfigured puppets

Sri Ganesha Yakshagana
are kept separately :ind preset-ved as antiques. I clon't believe that

Gombeyata Mandali
retired puppets should he burnt or dropped into the river../.5 many

Uppina Kuduru- 576230 puppeteers do. In our region of Coastal K:trnataka, this litual is
Kundapur Taluk, Udupi District observed only in respect 01  wooden id(,Is.
Karnataka, India
telephone: 91 8254-21402 We follow cert.tin restrictions (1.01(,(,s) while electing the stage, as in

live Yakshagana Folk Theater. It is said that "ra:thu chal:ine." a bad

energy, passes by us on each day. A scheclule is maintained to avoid
this had energy. It is believed that the stage should not be placed or

:it my house without fees, I want to run the puppetry built in front of "ra:thu chal:ine." So the direction of the stage build-

training in the "gurlikula pad,111:iti" or residenti:11 school ing may be ch:inged. "R:taliti" moves towards the east on Sunday

system, I take youngsters to train them, but they should :ind Thursday; towards the west on Tuesday; towards the south on

come with our troupe while we mount shows. Monday and Friday, :ind tow:irds the north on Wednesday. If there
is aiready a stage or community h:ill. then the troupe manager, to

T S: What are the spirtuil :1>,sociations connected to your eraclicate any evil, breaks a coconut or pumpkin outside of the
puppetry? st:ige before the show begins. If we feel inconvenience on the stage,

B K: Artists need a spiritual mind, a pure :mci construe- or if any disturbance happens before the performance, then we

tive worksmanship in presenting the shows. With con- break a coconut or pumpkin outside the Stage.

centration of mind and dedication, the plippeteer can If we are pei-forming on the premises of any 1 Iindu temple the first
bring the puppets to life. invocation, songs :tre rendered inside the temple and then we come

11 back to the stage and the performance will continue.Often, audiences connect with our puppets in a spiritii.
way. For example. while performing the "L:inkadaliana"
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would introduce different kinds of puppetry skills, and a
history of this art form. There would be an archival cen-
ter, with photo, audio, and video documentation. If we
have our own center or training school, we can run sum-
mer camps and long-term or short-term courses. The
courses may be of either 6 months or 10 months. We can
invite advanced students, as well as school children, teach-

1 ers, researchers, and teach them to experiment with avail-
able materials. In the beginning, courses will be offered

* C to 10 resident students, and a few outside students. I
j believe that education can be improved through the

medium of puppets.

We need to develop a puppetry museum. With this, we
j. ~~ ~ 1 i ~~~ can explain to the trainees different kinds of puppets

and techniques. Many of our students know "Yakshagana
Gombeyaata" (puppets, Yakshagana style), but students
are not aware of the puppets of other parts of our dis-
trict, let alone the rest of India. A museum can act like a
reference library. A room will be provided for experi-
menting with sc,und and lighting techniques."Karapaala Meeta" traditional artist,

Mr. Karapaaia Siddaiah, and his troupe. The production and marketing of images is also part of
our school. Paper pulp artifacts, models, paintings, and

puppets can be produced with the help of students and
trainees. The products may be sold in various venues

T S: Your puppets have very distinctive feet compared with other and help support the institution.

marionettes. They complete the balance of the body and they dance S A K: What is the estimated budget?
very well. How did these feet develop?

B K: If I have 30 laklis (about $70,000), I can use 20
B K: In about 1920, my father's father modified the foot of the lakhs for infrastructure and 5 for video, audio, computer,
puppet so that it had a joint at the ankle. This enabled the feet to lighting equipment. '1'he remaining 5 lakhs will be used
dance in a more dynamic way. Later, my father modified it a for administration, and teachers' and artists' payment. If
bit more. we are able to set up the school of my dreams, I will

A puppeteer is not just a manipulator. He should be aware of the build a repertory troupe that can take puppet shows all

traditional live theater movements. Yakshagana is a folk dance the- around India.

ater form in our region. Our puppet performance is in the style of , ......
.......

Yakshagana. The manipulator should be able to understand rhythms
FOO'I'NOTES:and footwork, just like a dancer. In our training program, we teach
(1) Sunkadatte Vinaayaka Templethe traditional dance steps. The manipulator himself dances and

keeps the rhythms, expressing feelings through the movements. (2) S,A. Krishnaiah authored a comprehensive book
called Karnataka Puppetry ( 1988), published by

T S: You have spoken of starting a training center for your puppetry Regional Resources Center for Folk Performing Arts,
art. What would such a school be like? What courses would be MGM College, UDUPI-576102, India. Krishnaiah's

book is out of print, but he can be contacted at the
taught? Would it be connected to a theater school or dance school? same address - if a few people write to him he will

make reprints.
B K: We have dreamed about starting a center for a long time. In

(3) This storytelling form is called "karapaala meela."this school, courses would be more practical than theoretical. We

photo courtesy of Mysore University, Folklore Wing
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Sara Goismii-
by Robert Roglers

Six years ago, on a cold,
snowy December day in
Hempstead, New York, I dis-

woman named Sara Gold-
covered a diminutive, elderly

e j smith sitting in the audience
after one of my perforinances.
Thir theater facility had not
been the best, the audience
too young and too noisy and

' W trying to pace myself during
a busy .season, I was anxious
to get home. But there she sat,

1 · >3·KS quietly hopeful, as her com-
'---lill; panic,n on that day- actually,
,-1038=Z her physician's receptionist

..2,,'~ - '~'~-'-> wh~ had given her a ride- in-
troduced her to me and men-

a puppeteer. She also said that
tioned that she had once been

Sara would he grateful if I
would follow them back to

, her home for a visit and to
-48 -6. view her collection. Appar-

ently, she was housebound
&4·.. and no one else ever came to

2 call. I was also asked if it
would not be too much
trouble to keep an eye on Sara
while I took down my equip-
ment as this other woman-
Josephine- had errands to
rim.

So here I was with a
smiling, nervous, ninety year
old woman, waiting patiently
all bundled up in a blue
woolen coat and an old pill
box hat, watching as I packed

Goldsmith as "Susan Starr," with Carmen Miranda and friends things up
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Of course, I did go for that visit. And another and an- they were people in miniature, Sara always told me, "My mari-
other. And we became friends . And eventually she became onettes were life . Marionettes of today are an imitation of life ."
part of my family Even when talking about the great Bil Baird, who she knew

Sara had devoted her life to marionettes and dolls. Not and admired, there was an element of disdain in her voice.
as a hobbyist or a collector but as a creator. Her one bedroom She disliked and disapproved of exaggeration and would never
apartment was filled with work neatly arranged and displayed have dared distort the realistic look of her puppets, let alone
in glass cases which she herself had also built. Labels even move them in a cartoonish manner.
described each and every one- when it was made, and for Visit after visit, I would marvel at the exacting detail she
what purpose. In fact, the whole place was so overwhelm- gave her marionettes. Their clothes had working button holes
ingly jammed that it wasn't until years later when I helped her and zippers. Some had underwear and a few even had wigs
box it all up, that I noticed she had owned only a few cheap made from her own hair! When I asked why she spent so
pieces of furniture. much time on parts of costumes that no audience member

Sara never tired of looking at her collection. She loved could ever see, she said, "I wanted my costumes to have the
acting as a tour guide and I know that, when no one else was same high standards and to be just as fine as those worn by
there, she gazed at them still. Her marionettes and dolls were singers at the Metropolitan Opera."
her life. Otherwise, she was quite lonely, a condition brought World War II brought a halt to the ambitious Goldsmith
about partly by circumstance and partly by choice. productions. Lewis went into the Army, but, with his theatrical

Sara never married, had no children or nephews and experience was detailed to entertain the troops here at home.
nieces, had outlived her relatives and had only two long- At his request, Sara made him a special set of marionettes
distance friends with whom she occasionally spoke on the which he then operated when appearing as a soloist, to the
phone. What I learned of her life came only from her, and accompaniment of various Army bands. These marionettes
when she reminisced, her memory could be selective. were, again, typical and traditional- the funny pianist, the clown

acrobat, the exotic dancer, the skaters.
She was born in Syracuse, New York and then raised in During this time, Sara struggled to make ends meet. She

East Orange, New Jersey. Of her two brothers, the eldest, found work as a bookkeeper and also took on the responsibil-
Herman, found a career working in a commercial photogra- ity of looking after her ailing mother. Then, after the war, when
phy studio. The other, Lewis, somehow one day got the idea Lewis came home, to Sara's surprise and disappointment, he
to create a touring marionette theater company, and decided announced that he was going to continue performing, but
that his sister would help. He was the playwright, scene de- only as a soloist. He took the stage name "Little Jack Horner"
signer and director; Sara was the marionette maker and cos- and Sara was left in the lurch.
tume designer. They rented a small studio and became the In the next few· years, Sara lost both her brothers to ill-
"Goldsmith Marionettes." ness- "weak hearts," as she put it.

It is hard to say how long it took them to get from being She tried to pick up where Lewis left off, working as
a pair of obscure hopefuls to successful producer/perform- "Susan Starr.' But she was so attached to his memory and so
ers. Sara's papers and records are voluminous but they were dependent on his guidance that she gave up. Then her mother
never given the same orderly treatment as the puppets them- died.
selves. But the piles of newspaper clippings, letters and pho- Somehow, and I don't know when, she became certified
tos suggest that opportunities were not hard to find. They to teach elementary school and was assigned to one in Harlem,
appeared in theaters mainly in and around New York City, She threw herself into her job staging elaborately costumed
sometimes as the main attraction, sometimes as the "double pageants with lots of kids, In the annual classroom photos,
bill" in a movie house. she always looked happy and proud. But her private life con-

In the space of ten years, starting in 1935, Lewis and tinued to be a solitary one and she needed something new to
Sara staged versions of Treasure Island, Molierds 7-be I)octor fill her time.
in Spite ofHimself, Tbe Sto,y ofMoses, Hansel and Gretel 'and She discovered the world of dolls . Not baby dolls ; not
dozens of Vaudeville-type variety reviews. toys. Portrait dolls. And for the rest of her life, with typical

Sara's marionettes were typical of the time. Made of wood devotion and zest, she created a body of work and a reputa-
and plastic wood and dressed in the most detailed costumes, tion that surpassed her accomplishments with marionettes. In
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She dyed her hair black and always dressed for the occa-

sion. Sometimes she forgot my name and always referred to
my wife Del,liy as "your wife." But slie always remembered
my daughter Mariana, who took to calling her "Great Aunt
Sara."

We shared many long conversations which lasted from
mid-day to after dark. I was thrilled to hear her talk firsthand
about people in the world of puppetry who I had only read

..
..
..

 e
 e

about, and she was equ.illy happy bec:,lise I was the only one
in her life who could talk to her about them. She was quite

the Muppets were ugly and did not understand their appeal.
critical of contemporary puppets :ind puppeteers. She felt that

And she thought that most young puppeteers of today, by

evidence of their productions, had turned their backs on the
history of their :irt and suffered bcc:luse of it.

I Iow I wish I coulcl have seen her in performance. She
/ would never fully expl:tin what her puppets actually did or

how she manipulated them. Sometinies because she didn't
want to, blit mostly becalise she coulcin't remember. How-

Gerante and friend, from Moliere 's A Doctor in Spite of Himself ever, when 1 got otit her old Victrola and played the old 78
rpm records that accompanied her shows (custom cut in a

fact, with her dolls in private collections and museums across sound studio) I could look in her eyes and watch her drift

the country, she came to be regarded as c,ne of the first and back into time. She'd sing with tile music, let go of her walker

finest doll makers of the twentieth century. :ind move her hands as if still holding her marionettes' con-
She researched and duplicated figures and costumes froin trc,Is, going thi'ough the motions she had perfected so many

throughout history, scouring fabric and notions stores for just years :igo.
the right cloth. buttons and trim. Cleopatra, Queen Elizabeth One day she called and said tearfully, "Yo„ must come

(both I and ID, Nefertiti, the singer Carmen Miranda, the skater over. I have something to discuss with you." Inevitably, the

Sonja Henning were all her subjects, She macle portraits of time had come for her to in()ve to a nursing home. "I don't

and worked with niodel Candy Jones and radio personality care aborit myself, hut I want to protect my marionettes. You

Mary Margaret Menride. Again, she was feati,red in newspa- must take them. Use them. Sell them. Do what yoii want.'

per articles and magazines, this time as a respected member of Sara died last March at the age of 96. I promised never to

the community of clc,11 makers and collectors. break theni lip and to preserve them as best I could. And so I

She made many friends, admirers and customers. as her have.
collection of correspondences shows. But she never seemed I've even tried to reconstruct sonie of her shows and

to have a close personal relationship witli anyone- one thal performed with her marionettes on occasion so as to keep

had nothing to cio with her art. I suppose that when "push them before the pul,lic eye. But they :ire in such absolutely

came to shove," she preferred to be somewhat emotionally perfect condition that 1 want to spare them the rigors of tile
isolated. How else could this talented, cultured, insightful per- stage.

son have wound up. late in life, dependent on her doctors As I conclude this :irticle, of course I feel a terrible wave

receptionist for the occasional trip to the post office or super- of loss. But on the (,ther h:ind. my life was macle so much
market. when I met her that day six years :igo? richer for having known her, th:it I'm much more grateful.

Though she lived on her own, she had endi,red two And. of course, because ofour ch:ince meeting, my lamily :ind

strokes which sometimes made it hard for her to put into words I brought her sonic comfort:ind friendship in the waning years

what she wanted to say. She seemed to live on rice cakes :ind of her life.

c.inned sarclines. But whenever I visited, there was always a Inted RBB ix 81*lili mleer.
plate of cookies and tea. He directs his own evonymons company in Dalibllry, Conilectient
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PUNCH XND JUDY, CR*UIKSHANK
AN D MAYH €W

By)OEL SCH€CHTER~

Punch and Judy has survived the eye, sings and dances.
for centuries as a popular en- N. 1.] FOR THI. WEEK F.ND[NG JULY 17, 1848. [PRICE -TV-=*pRNOI: When the doctor "physics"

~It7t53]-Y] 1~2e~{llt Punch by hitting him on the
head with a stick, the blows

are called, can still be seen .lfj'~21&1~4777*4"> are returned until "the Doc-
performing the puppet play Il , 7=...p-.IMB.~Ii tor falls down dead." (in
in London's Covent Garden Leabo,1983: 21-22)
district, and in other cities, -..~S r i nf #gre FS' ' il Deaths in Punch and
when they're not inside their
 -1,6,zy 4 * 31: 1-,~Nat

 Judy are not particularly
puppet booths. tragic. Traditionally. the char-

Several documenta- acters don't look or suffer like
tions of Punchandjudy per- ::.s~ fj~8{IE-Ll.Op[DON' ~ humans- tliey are glove pup-
formances have been quite 1-4.
popular, too. George ..2 ~ fc \ toys whose knockabout

pets, wooden-headed dolls,

f comedy appeals to adults andCruikshank and Henry ~ 4 <4 »,\\,,2 r f.]-fi Vt 
b F *2*<71'f)Lf

Mayhew created two differ- children, We know from ac-
ent, innovative performance / «f- -1 counts of money paid to
histories of the play in 19th »

 bz ' E---  --~~»f ze ; 1 #%» 1 1 Punch and Judy presenters
century London. Their 4 that the play's slapstick anar-
projects, like the puppet 6 '1\1 4 /4 h chy attracted countless audi-
play, reached a wide audi- ,» 2 : 4 ) ences on the streets of Lon-
ence, and did so with a the- , :. , '

 #i 44 i' :' « ,~ »~ ~ don, spectators from all
atrical boldness that rivals classes who paid for Punch's
Punch's own. holiday from law and order,

Punch is bold, no and cheered it. As Michael
question about it. The LONDON

PUBLISHED FOR THE PROPRIETORS, BY R. BRYANT, Bakhtin said of clowns in car-
hunchbacked puppet char- AT PUNCES OrTICE. WELLINGTON STREET. STRA]rD. nivals, so Punch in front of the
acter murders his wife, Judy, crowd is one of the "constant,

The first cover of Punch, by A.S. Henningand their infant son, beats a accredited representatives of
doctor to death, hangs a the carnival spirit in everyday
hangman and kills the Devil during the course of the action. life out of carnival season." (1984:8)
Punch has little respect for marriage, family, medicine, law, That carnival spirit is kept alive in the pioneering perfor-
religion. His language is as farcically self-centered and blunt mance documentation of Cruikshank and Mayhew, two 19th
as his action. "Oh, dear! Oh, Lord! Help! Help! I am murdered! century London men who separately created exemplary stud-
I'm a dead man! Will nobody save my life! Doctor! Doctor! ics of Punch and Judy. Mayhew's interview with an ancny-
Come, and bring me to life again. I'm a dead man. Doctor! mc,us "Punchman" (as the play's presenters were called Irfore
Doctor! Doctor!" he calls out after falling from a horse.(1) The they became "professors") survives in a text which would make
doctor arrives, self-pitying Punch revives, kicks the doctor in a wonderful monologue for an actor. Cruikshank's 1828 en-
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gravings based on a puppet play performance have been ac- dc)4 -frames, on the first floor of tile public-house was taken

cepted as small, visual masterpieces in their own right The out, :ind the stand or Punch's Theatre K as hauled into the

books these two men published also included complete play "Club-room " Mr Payne Colher (who was to write the descrip

texts of Punch and Judy, which their own special documenta- tion). the publisher :ind myhell, formed the audience, and as

non enhanced the performance went on, I stopped it at the most interesting

Both these projects represent popular approaches to parts to sketch the Figure6. whilht Mr Colliet noted down tile

performance history which deserve reconsideration In our age dialogue. thus the whole th .1 faithful copy and description of

when academic interpretations of performance are often ad- the various scene, represented by this Italian. whose perfor-
dreshed primarily to spectalists, to other academics :ind :irtr« m.ince of "Punch" was far huperic>r in every respect to any-

Cruiksh:ink and Mayhew provide mode]$ for what could be thing ot the 5(,rt to he heen at the prehent clay (in Ste.id.1950

called "a popular history" of a popular entertainment Theit 86-7)
studies of Punch and Judy ieached wide audiences- through It th not inliclental th:it Crilik.*hank chose to interrupt the

new>,papers and :in innovatt, e bookin M.Lyheu 'h c:INe. through performance of the play th.it day. he :116() clihiupts the pl.Ly

often reprinted engraping, in Cliuikshank's There :tre now through lits engraving>, Plicint w.th htopped and >,tatted again

new er technologieh thrc,ugh r~ hich ti, document puppet pla> h ".it the mc,ht intele>.ting part4 " judging from the engraungs,

:ind practices, but I think thehe 19th century models still hold those "nic,ht intere,ting part>." .Ile tile momenth before or after

great attraction ah texth enlikened with the eneigle, and color- a violent act We ~ee lucly, the Frife, Kielding her ,tick, about

ful unage, of the Punch :ind Judy hlic,# h theA (Ic,cument to hit het husli:ind In the next plate, we see Judy Just after

George Cruik,hank £:iptuted the let(*loith hunior of Punch 11.16 hit b.ilk, het he:icl th clown on the edge of tile

Punch :incl Judy in twenty-four engiaL ings lir.st published in puppet fr.ime, Punch Vill holding hi, >,tick .ilc,It The mc,Le-

1828 He b.ihed hi, book illii,~trations on a h,e performance of ment trom one hketch to the next th (lihiontinuoir„ :11-)iii*,

the puppet play hy John Plicint, Fngland'h first Punchni.in ulli reverh:ith and hucklen shifts in .Rtion. .111 quite jitting for .1

Piccini'h puppet hhow tot Crillk,shanktook pl:ice.lftertheen- portr.itt of character,4 who are .1 1.H) .iht upt. quic_k tc) teic,ket

gr,iver wah comint,hioned to illu,trate a book noi# u.,u.illy trom a beating or clie in one In.ste:id of complete hequence,

knoN n .A foh,i Pay, ze Collier's Pimch and flidy With #l//Ntra- u ith beginning , middle :ind end , moring from lifted stick to

tions Desigized and Engraved by George C.'ilitkshtin12 Accom- blow to 1711 , C .ill .h. lilt ) 15 not .hlic )Lin in the,e imdgeh , and it ',
pamed by the /)mlogite W the Ptippet Show. Au Account 0/ It.  :11),hence :tdil'. a sense of the :11 )huid The battle, heem to htop

Ongul (t}xi of Puppet Plays m England The hhon Ki :i .$ pre - and ht: irt K ithoilt : iny ptirticii ]. it - re:15(,n

hented pri#ately for (,rulkshank.ind his cc,11.1],c,rator,]ohn P:l>'ne Even with :i more det.Kiled :ic c ount Of die action'h gen-

Colliet, n ho recorclect Piccint', Punch :ind Jud> dialogue :ind e,ih, prouded liy the .icic),111.inying *t.iKe chrectic,n, .inci dia-

pubhhiledit W ith home interpolations ah "The Dialogue oftlie logue. tlie c har.ic  ters' resort, tc, r ic,lence remitin extrapag:int

Puppet Show " (Collier u ah the ti.inhitiber of thi, dialogile. .ind c ruel, tlic,iigh not completely unu.irranted Some of the

not its author, but he th billed ah tile· book'h autlior, largely blow,,are >,tiuck in belf-defense, home, htluck in zinarchic- de-

bel:lube he ~ rotc a hihtor> of puppet 1,1,1>h in Eng!.incl :16 part 11.ince (,1.tuthorit> figitre,5 (Con,table. 1 I.Ingman ) honie lik)IT:h.

of the 1828 volume ) like Punch'h *lhh,lult on his K itc, in:ike morre ,ense later on in

Cruile,hank l,tiefly cle,,c ribeh Picc 1111'h performance in .1 tlie play, .ifter ne hee hlin confe~ hth love tor another woni:in,

note he wrote for an 1863 exhibition catalogue Pretty pc)11> licit :,re ·,uch puppet, c.ip.11)le of love, 7 he draw-

IIa, ing been engaged 11>' Mr Prowett, the put)11,shet, to ings, :ind hy extenhion Plicinis puppetry, prehent I tolent .ic-

give the various sc-enes reprehented in the ~treet perf onii:ince tions ©ind prc>lehhic,nh of love in a visual style not consonant
of "Punch anci Judy," 1 obtained iddress of the Proprietor anci u ith emotion:11 anci p,yclic,logical realihin

Performer of that popular ExhibitiOn He wa0 an elderly Ital- Crulk,11.ink's imageh of Piccint's grotesque puppets hhow

tan, of the nanie of Plicint, whom I remembered from boy- tlieni Nporting exaggerated features- long noses, large round

hood, and he lived at a low public-hou,e, the sign of "The eyeh with black doth in them With line, of the artist'h hatching

King's Arm>J in the "Coal-yard," Driiry Lane Having macie on their faces. tlley look far mc,re like cartoonh than humans

dirangement>, for a "Morning Perforniance," one of the vin- The departure from realism in the drawings and in the de,ign
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of the puppets allows spectators to enjoy the violence, as we crowd's cheers and jeers were an integral component of any
do today watching an animated cartoon, knowing Roadrunner street performance, almost inseparable from the spirit of the
will bounce back to life after his fall off  a cliff. play. The crowd is very much a mirror of Punch and Judy in

Cruikshank set each of his black and white scenes inside one finely detailed scene drawn by George Cruikshank's
the frame of an ornate brother. Robert, also a
curtained puppet booth, graphic artist. His 1825
beyond which there is -H~ 17mt.1 illustration titled "Mr.
nothing but the white of Punch in All His Glory"
the page. In this regard, 06$.**ilir~ic~a#„~.~ depicts a city crowd as
too. hi scenes are re- c unruly as Punch. Many
moved from the every- people in the crowd
day. peopled world, MI, are w atching Punch
and located in a differ- 1/--u. F )'51 with fascination, and
ent, violently comic uni- fail to see a pickpocket
verse of Piccini'% cre- f among them move his
ation, a sort of malice in h hand through some
wonderland, where --4- one's coat. A porter is

~ ~ puppets he doesn,t no-
so enthralled with the

Piccini) and the pen mm tice a dog drinking
(Cruikshank) rule.

Of course, there is 4 lamplighter watching
from his pail. The

more to the world of -T, the booth while pour-
Punch and Judy than the ing oil spills liquid on
puppets. While a gentleman under the
Cruikshank's frames viv- lamp. Seeing the show
idly portray in media rex from an apartment win-
how the scenes were dow, a mother enjoys
staged. and display the the puppets SO much

furious energy and grotesque extravagence of' the, battles, al- sir forgets she is holding her young daughter by one foot; the
most none of the illustrations show spectators. One exception child dangles out the window. The hunchbacked puppet's dis-
is a woodcut whicli portrays the backstage area of Piccinis regard for everyday conventions and order has spread to the
puppet booth. We see the Punchman's back (no face), and the audience. They would rather watch a puppet show than watch
spectators in front of him; it is far sketchier than the fine-lined their children or even their pocketmoney, Punch's capacity to
engravings which focus on the puppets alone. Perhaps the move the audience's attention from daily responsibilities may
crowd around the booth moved faster than George (:ruikshank's be his greatest and most fully realized threat to social order,
pen could when he was outdoors . He could not very easily Robert Cruikshank' s drawing comically affirms that For a
ask spectators to stop while he sketched their movements, as society like London's in 1825, puppeteers and busken; pro-
he asked Piccini in the public-house. (2) vicled the crowd with a holiday from daily life, whatever day

My colleague John Bell reminded me there are many of the week it was, Removed from the crowd and the street,
19th-century illustrations showing the Plinch performers and Punch and Judy becomes a different kind of art, more like
their audience in the street. Cruikshank and Collier took a George Cruikshank's engravings. The glove puppets, presented
new, different approach in their day, Bell quite rightly notes, in book form, are allowed very few visitors. Their acts have to
"by paying attention to the show itself, not simply seeing it as be viewed privately, and the spectator becomes a "lonely
a colorful aspect of London street life." At the same time, the crowd," much as Collier, Prowett and Cruikshank were when
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they sat in Piccinis nearly empty public-house and watched guage Dickens Ca contemporary of Mayhew's) might have

his 1828 performance The engravings remain quite provoca- given one of his characters, the Punchman explains "People

live, and widely circulated among readers, but the perfor- isn't getting tired of our performances, but stingler Every-

mance experience they represent is more solitary and quiet body looks at their money now a fore they parts with it " (1861
than that on the streets of London 46) Despite the liard times, many of the Punchman's state-

By contrast, an innovative, highly accessible documen- menth are cheerful, comic Unlike Punch, who melodramati-

tation of street life and the Punchman's profession wah cre- cally askh, "Will nobody have my life1" the puppeteer had the
ated by the pioneering oral historian, Henry Mayhew In the sense of  humor to tell Mayhew that "the Punch-and-Judy bu~t-

year 1850, Mayhew publthhed a senes of newhpaper inter- ness was better than starping " He prOvicied supporting de-

view>, with London laborers, his massive survey was subse- tails about daily earnings, performance hitch, his diverse audi-
quently printed m book form as London Labourand the Lon- ence>, He :11 ,0 dictated the text of a puppet play ( The Domin-

don Poor Among the intervierN s with "Street Exhibitors ," he ton of Fancy , or, Punch:s Opera ) which Mayhew published

features a long monologue by a namele>,5 P,inchman who His colorful description of tlie Punchinan's profe>•51(,n,

bought John Piccini's show from him By including this color- while not cher,ited .15 a perfornianc e text, might well hold the
fill helf-portrait in the series, Mayhew gave new dignity to st.iKe today, it could be performed :1, .1 one-perhon show
Ac cint and hih anonymouh successor, along with other popu- titled "Punchman withoittludy " M.iyhewi interview pc,hhe>.se>.

lai entertainers They are shown to be hardworking laborers this theatricality in part becallhe the historian chose to ali,ent
and aitisth, and are no longer hidden inside their booths, as hL, oun voice from the fin.11 text I.ike a Punchin.in inhide his

Cruile,hank'$ illustrations left Plc'cint Punchmen are not ac- booth, M.iyliew cannot be ~een, lie th heard only through the

tors, and may not care whether they are heen, blit Mayhew street performers'h ic)11(,qui:11 an>,wer. to hih questions But

addh con>,iderably to out historical understanding of their art his :irt, his expert quehtioning, transcription and editing of tile
in 19th century London, and leth lih see them through a fasci- inten. iew giveh hhape and 1.1>,ting vii,r.incy to the Punchman'•,

nating text 1:ingu:ige
While Collier copied PiCCint'h performance text, and One of Mayhew'$ aclintrers and successors, Studs Teikel,

Cruik~ank u)pied (with his own gr:md style) the immigrant recently noted th,it the 19th Lentliry 1-11>·tori.in "lent r oice to
It.ili.in's puppet scenes, M.iyhew constructed the biography [the] groundling•,, who were so often 5een but, like well-be-
of .1 Punch and Judy performer in the man's ou n 1.ingliage toi haved children, seldom heard The Re,pectable, of London,

publication in a widely (irculated newhp,lpel, the .Worning Manchester:ind Hirmingham, in ie.iding their morning newx-

Chronicle papei , were .i>,tonished They h.id no idea these etceter:16 ,
MayheR's Punchman ,peakh :it length about hi>, precle- [chimne> hweeph, htreet lt-ler,h, hhc)eniziker.h, htreet exilill)itors]

cesson "Pc)rhint," and provide.6 a much more cletailed luck- R ho have for ho long hill)tilihhively :ind silently sened them,
Ntage tour than (:riilk>,hank The interkienee rec.1115 how the thought hlic h thoughth " (1998 1) It th :65 if Punch's (mn out-

old It:111:in Piccini "was the firbt origin:11 htreet 1)line h," hon hpokenness h.Ki been taken lip hy a 1.trge but neglected heg-
"[lie] cited in the workhouse, .ind. in course, 1 ,hall do the mint of*ciety. including a Purkhni<m
h.ime " The Punchman continues "Porhint alu :14 h e.in-ted a C,ec,rge Cruik,511.ink's engraving.5 .md Colher'h recoiding

rum bottle in his pocket ('cau,e Punch th :1 rum telk,FL , ya see, of lic un~ play text m.ide a gre.it 19th century popular enter-
:ind he'b very fond of  rum), .ind cirinked out of thth Unbe- ta m ment .1 i L e> ,4'11 1 le to m u lti t i deh o f l ate r *p e c tatot h wlic ) Coi ld

kn09% n behind the balze .1 fore he IL ent intc, the flame Ihooth], find tile puppet pl.ty in printed, illii>,ti:ited form Mayhew he:ird

ho th.it it hhould l.li in his power to gike the audience a mc),t .ind reic)1-ded the vole Ch on the btreet, Pinch'h .illieh, the c)[h-

excellent performance He Idah a in:in :1>, Five the greateht em i~e 1-inknon n "ctieter:15" c)# ht.htor> (to use Terkel'h phrase),

h.ltisfactiC)n Everyone in London knoued him I Its name inellicling :1 Punchin:in Piinch :incl .Ilicly 11101}.1111y would have

th h.inded don n to prosperlty among all clah*es of Mxiet> in hlit-vived in Nome torni H ttlic)lit sitch im.lginative historical
lile " (1861 43-9) Pic cint mar have cited in por erty, bi,t hi~ dcxument.ition lilit her Ci-.i| oftlie |lneht eA:litipleh of the pup-

name pro>,pers in inemor>' to this d:i> , th.ink, large]> tc, A'l,Lylien pet pl.ty might |1.lve been 10>st 1111-ough the altet.ition .ind for-
.ind other puppetry histort:in>, U ho rely on 1115 1.ilic,r~ getting to n litch performar'Ke,s in the 01:11 tr-:idition :ire 4-)-

The zinonymom Punc hman inten'tun ed 11> M.ty liew ex- ject, if Cli Litksh.ink :mci M.i> liew had not doc umented tlie pl.,V'h

pected to die poor, hi<e Pic cint 13(,th had hien better ciay, iconography .ind it„ pre,enter'h 1:Ingu.lge, and pre,erved them
and more generou>, aldlence.4, e:111191 117 the centurv In l,in- In poplil.11 1()1111*
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NOTES:

1. Punch's call for a doctor is taken from the Leal)ds e

version of Punch and Judy. There are many other ver-

sions of the text; Punch performers usually develop

their own, based on one passed on to them. There , * A
ris no single, authoritative text.

2. Puppetry historian George Speaight notes

that Cruikshank portraits of Piccini and

Collier may be found in the original rough

sketches, now housed in the Victoria and Albert

Museum; but these were not published in the '.4%,

1828 book, or any later edition, as far as I know.

(1990: 303) .-.
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Trees of Life

International Wayang Festival
August 7-14, 1999, Taman Mini Indonesia Indab,
Jakarta, Indonesia

For eight days and eight nights, Jakarta was host to a least of fifty wayang performances by Indonesian and international dalang
masters and students and gamelan orchestras. Audiences were dazzled by the various forms of way:ing, both classical and
modern: wayang kulit from Surakarta. Yogya, Banyumas, Cirelion, Bali. way:ing kancil, wayang gedhog, way:ing sasak. wayang
jegdong, wayang banjar, wayang sandosa, wayang ukur, wayang legencia, way:ing kulit khusus, the Sundanese wayang golek,
the human dance-drama wayang orang (or wayang wong). :ind the scroll storytelling of wayang belier. Through the older
wayang forins the Hindu epics are told and retold in a distinctively Javanese manner, Islamic stories, inany of Arabic origin, and
Javanese folk tales and fables are also illuminated through the art of Indonesian plippetry

During the festival. the beautifully crafted leather wayang kulit Held at the new wayang building, Cedung Peway:ingan
puppets andthehostol-woodenway:ing golek puppets, from Kautaman, adjacent toTaman Mini Indonesia Inciah, acultural
the elegant to the outrageously grotesque, clazzled the eyes, theme park in J:ikarta, the festival celebrated the seventh Pekan
The magical gamelan orchestras entranced the audiences, tlieir Wayang Indonesia, the Seventh Indonesian Wayang Festival,
percussion music accompanied by sopr:ino female voices and an event that has been held every five years since 1969. As
male chorus. And, of course, the singing. narration. and char- part of the festival, a wonderful exhibit of wayang puppets
acter voices of the master dalangs. with the distinctive punctu- and paintings based on wayang was mounted in the Gedung
ating sound of the bronze plates (kepyak in Yogya, keprak in Pewayangan Kaut:iman, There were also demonstrations of
Solo) which the dalang strikes with his bare foot to create wayang kulit ancl way:inK golek puppet making, a wayang
dramatic sound effects, and the wooden tapper (cempala) puppet making contest, and a number of stalls and bazaars
which he raps against the side of the puppet box to produce selling puppets and related items, The festival was put on by
different tonal effects, to change tempo and signal new tunes, Sena Wangi, the Indonesian National Wayang Secretariat, which
control the whole performance. This was certainly a week- held meetings during the festival. During the week, Indone-
long festival of master puppeteers and glorious music. sian representatives were joined by others from several ASEAN
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nations to form a working committee for an ASEAN Puppetry
Association. There was also an 911-day international seminar,

with special emphasis on the development of way:ing in the
third millennium.

Indonesian dalangs performed one to two hour wayangs
These were eight foreign wayang dalangs. Marc Hoffman,

during the day and evenings, followed by the seven-hour per-
who resides in Indonesia, performed an hour-long wayang

formances that began at 9:00 p.m. and ended no earlier than
4:00 a,m. Throughout the eight days. busloads of school chil- kulit on opening night. His story was taken from the

Mahal,harata, culminating in the Game of Dice and exile of
dren erupted into one of the three performing spaces and

watched their national heritage with great enthusiasm, During the Pandawas (Pandavas). Besides performing as one of the

international dal:ings, Marc Hoffman helped organize the In-
the evenings, up to two thousand Jakartans gathered under
the large tent-enclosed Open Stage and followed their favorite ternational Wayang Festival. Kathy Foley, theatre professor and

noble and comic characters with familiarity ancl delight. The wayang golek performer froin The University of California at

eight master dat:ings who performed throughout the night Santa Cruz, presented scenes from the Ramayana. Matthew

during the festival represented some of the great names of this Cohen, an American scholar from the International Institute

venerable dramatic and esoteric form, To be part of the night- for Asian Studies, The Netherlands. perfornied be:ilitifully in
impeccable Jav:inese an Islamic story in the Cirebon style Of

to-dawn performances was an experience of a liletime.
wayang kulit. Helen Pausacker from Australia also performed

In conjunction with the Indonesi.in Way:ing Festiv.d, the way:ing kilit in Javanese. She, too. wowed the Jakartan audi-

International Way:ing Festival Component this year lic):isted ences with her command of the langliage, her topical com-

eight dal:ings from outside of  Incionesi:1 and three Indonesian ments on women's reforni, :is well as her comic extempore

dal:ings who reside. perfurin. and teach overseas. All three asides to the gamelan orchestr,t and :iLidience. 7:1111.11,1 Field-

dal:ings gave one and a half hour way:ing kilit performances ing, a Dutch-Indonesian puppeteer who lives in New York,

in English, performing in the Sur:ikarta style. Ki Widly:into works primarily with school children, introducing American

vouth to the magical world of  Indonesia :mci way:ing kilit.
te:tches ancl performs in the t  J.S. He charmingly performed

episodes from tile Rainay:ina, where Rahw:ina (Rav:ina) ex- She performed in English the :thduction of Sinta (Sita) from

pels his brother Wibis:ina (Viblils:ina) from Alengka (Lanka) the 1{:tinay:ina. Gaura (G.J. Davidson), an Australian student

and Kumbakarna. Ki Sumarsam, also a gamelan and dalang (,1 way:inK k iilit, performed in Javanese in the Surak:irt:i classi-

teacher in the I  J.S.. took cliaracters frc,in the Mah:il,har:ita Cycle, cal wayang kulit style. Sarah Bilby. a Masters degree student
from the U.K., gave her audience a very pleasant wayang kandi

principally the ascetic, but elegantly perfect hero, Arjuna. where
he battles against forces (,f evil. The ptinak:lwan (clown-corn- performance, featuring the inoilse cleer of):ivanese traditional

panions) Semar, Bagong, Petruk, and C]:11-eng :tre Lord At-juna's fables as protagonist against exploitative land speculators. As

hilarious advisors, Ki Joko Subilo, who teaches and performs a departure from the other dulangs who perforined stories
from the traditional I Iindu-Javanese or Islamic repertoire of

in New Zealand, took his story from the Ramayana. focussing

on the abduction of Sinta (Sita) :ind Hanoman (Hanuman) as wayang, the Atistralian musician and teacher of gamelan and

guitar, Mike Burns, created his own shadow pitppets and used
Rama's emissary to the beautiful captive. The comic elements

them in combination with traditional kivanese puppets in pre-
ofwayang, notably in the punak:iw:in scenes with Hanonian,
were very funny. (Being a non-Jav:inese speaker. it was a de- senting the story of Australian folk hero, Ned Kelly, the nine-

light to be able to follow the dialogue and understand the teenth century Robin Hood of the island continent. With eight

students and a teacher-parent from a Perth school providing
humor.)

the Irish-Australian music on western andjavanese instruments.
:ind accompanied by several Indonesian gamelan musicians,
this original performance was appreciated for its attempt at

by Karen Smith combining diverse traditions. These eight international dalangs
performed one to two hour performances scheduled duringall photos by Constantine Korsovitis
the days and evenings.
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Wayang Kulit Purwa- Ki Manteb S.

Puppeteers from the ASEAN nations Malaysia and
Singapore also took part in the performance events. Dalang
Hamzah Awang Amat from Malaysia showed a videotape 01
his wayang performances. Professor Chua Soo Pong from
Singapore presented a charming students' performance of epi- In contrast to the puppet forms of storytelling, the one

sc,des froni a Ming Dynasty classic novel , Journey to tbe West, performance by Ki Sarnen of the scroll-narrative wayang beber,
in tlie Hainanese puppetry style. perhaps the oldest wayang form (dating back to at least the

thirteenth century), had :i calming, yet intensely spiritual, quality.
Without doubt, the highlights of the festival were the The reverence in which the scrolls are held by the dalang and

niasterful performances of the Indonesian dalangs. These w'ere inusici:ins w.is very :~ppit'ent, The majority of the plippet per-

as varied as tile regions and styles they caine frorn, Mc)st wayang form:inces w·ere perfc,rrned in the classical or purwa style,
performances, however, during the "clown" scenes, included with stories (lakons) drawn froni the four oldest cycles of lakons
topical references to current events within Indonesia, which based upon Javanese prehistory, folklore and mystical beliefs,

were greeted with enthusiasrn by the audiences who can nc,w Indian post-Vedic literature and Buddhist thought ("stern sto-

more openly discuss their society, During the night-long per- ries" or lake,n pc,kok ), as well as from Javanese creative in-
formances, food vendors plied their tracie among the people ventiveness in the "branch .stories" Cor lakon carangan) ema-
who sat or stood on the dal:ing side of the screen or lounged nating froni the two Hindu epics. The popular clown charac-
on the shadow side. People chat during much of tile long ter of Semar, the mythical Guardian God of-Java, and his sons/
narrative sections of the performance, eat steamed peanuts companions appear in inost lakons.
and other "fast foods," drink ginger tea, laugh with the clowns,
sing along with the vocalists, and cheer the heroes or Semar A few performances were experimental in style, such as
and his sons when they touch on the right topics, be they the STSI Surak:irm Wayang and Music Institute's performance,

sexual or political in nature, This is all part of the all-night where colored lighting was used for dramatic effect, and more
wayang experience. than one dalang- as many as nine puppeteers and four narra-

tors- manipulated puppets during the furious battle scenes.
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Wayang Ukur- Ki Sukasman

ing voice, finely developed characterization, and masterful
manipulation. His fifteen-year-old son, Ki Bayli Prasetyo, was

Another experimental or nic,dern way:ing shadow performance- a virtuoso in the battle scenes. He seemingly effortlessly tri:i-
of wayang ukur- was created by Ki Sukasman. The perfor- nipulated his puppets with flashing dexterity. His characters
mance was based on the fateful story of tlie ainbitious Bambang moved and fought like lightning, performing the inost amaz-
Sumantri, his ogre-dwarf brother, Suk:,srana, King Arjuna ing gymnastics, When his characterization evolves to the deli-
Sasraliahu of Mae,pati, and Princess Citrawiti of Mag:icla. This cate nuances of his father's, he will indeed rival his teacher
was a lyrical romantic performance, frinied in a be:tutiful, multi- and parent. Two other young dalang performers, fourteen-
level set, surrounded by carved wooden panels and figures of year-old Ki Yoga Awaludin, :ind Ki Niigroho Wisnu, performed
elegant elephants. Effective use of lighting, color filters. a scrim, .it the festival. The schc)01 audiences were very impressed by
and screen transparencies highlighted the mc,(,il and drama. the younger generation of dalangs  Other wonderful wayang
Human dancers in front of and behind the scrim lent :in ethe- performances included wayang sasak, a style performed in
real element to an already delicate performance. This produc- Nusa Tenggara Barat, East Bali, and on the island of Lombok.
tion was acclaimed by many of  the :ludience members, and The stories are Islamic, often based on Arabic legends, and
considered to be a brilli:int modern aclaptation of wayang suit- the clown figures are Wayan Tengki and H:iii Beko. The fes-
able for first class international performing arts festivals. tival performance of wayang sasak had a throaty, earthy style

of musical and narrative delivery, with more rambunctious
Opening night concluded with the "devil (1,11.ing," Ki comedy than the classical styles of wayang kulit. The wayang

Manteb Sudal:sono, a fame,Lis commercizil way:ing star. His per- kulit from Bali performed by Ki Made Gianyar was likewise a
formance of the rarely perfornied Dewi 1.ara Amis was one of more gittsy, vii,rant form of puppeteering, singing, narration,
the great moments of the festival. The night was thronged with and musical accompaniment than the elegant style of the
thousands of avid fans. This remarkable perforiner kept even way:ing kulit purwa. Episodes were taken from the Raniayana,
the non-Javanese spe:ikers transfixed until the climactic conclu-
sion. Ki Anom Suroto the following Frid:ty night kept his thoil-

sands of fans equally entranced with his deep, sonorous sing-
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ending with Hanoman burning Rahwana's city. In expected
Bali tradition, Hanoman's host of monkeys were particularly
pesky and mischievous. Ki Asep Truna's three hour wayang
golek performance from the Ramayana climaxed with the
protracted death of Kumbarkana. Wayang golek puppets can
be very graphic in their death agonies and mutilations, and
the giant Kumbarkana's dismemberment was no exception.
The audience shared his agony and felt compassion for this and has become popular since 1983, performed the story of
more lovable member of Rahwana's family. The presentation Begawan Kilatbuana in the Banyumas style on the third night.
style was also very earthy and very comical. The array of Ki Hadi Sugito, performing wayang since he was a child, was
increasingly more ugly and unreal characters, especially the selected as Jakarta's Favorite Puppet Master in 1986. He per-
comic characters, with their head-jerking, tongue-splaying formed Wahyu Songsong Agung Cahyo Kencono in the Yogya
antics, delighted the audience, children and adult alike. The style of wayang kulit on the fourth night. On the fifth night, Ki
Sundanese style of singing, particularly of one of Ki Asep Sugito Purbocarito performed the story of Parikesit Lahir in
Truna's female vocalists, was throaty and sensuous. During the Banyumas style of wayang kulit purwa. He performs on
the high moments of this wayang golek performance, one an average of ten times per month; in 1956 he performed
could feel one's blood surge with the drama created by pup- every night, non-stop, for six months. Hailed as one of
pet master, musicians, and vocalists. This was an exhilarating Indonesia's top ten shadow puppet masters, Ki Sukron
performance by a master puppeteer, gamelan orchestra, and Suwondo performed on the sixth night the story of Begawan
accompanying vocalists. Panji Pamungkas.

There were too many dalangs and performances to in- To conclude the festival, Ki Asep Sunandar Sunarya de-
dividually cite, so I will briefly mention the dalangs who per- lighted the thousands who thronged to see and hear his
formed during the eight nights. Ki Warseno Slenk, who per- Sundanese wayang golek performance. Here is a puppet mas-
formed the second night-to-dawn performance, was popular ter of the first order. Since 1975, he has been performing ap-
among the young men of his large audience for his sugges- proximately 120 times a year. He has performed and taught
tive innuendoes and commentaries on current events. Ki Citut abroad, receiving many awards both locally as well as interna-
Turmanto, who has been performing wayang kulit since 1978 tionally. His comic genius, both of the slapstick and more subtle

forms, is legendary. His pup-
pets breathe! And you know
exactly what they are think-
ing and feeling! He truly
takes an inanimate object and
injects it with life. Indeed, his
puppets have more life and
guts than most humans! A
festival that can boast of the
virtuoso talents of Ki Manteb
Sudarsono, Ki Anom Suroto,
and Ki Asep S. Sunarya, to
name just the tip of the
wayang tree, is a festival
worth keeping awake
through eight wonderful days
and eight magical nights. •

Wayang kulit- Ki Anom Suroto
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A NEW CLASSIC ON WAYAN G
LEATHEA GODS & \A/OODEN H€KOES: JXVX'f CLASSIC WAYAN G

BY DXVID IF>MINE. 360 PP. CITY ., · · .'1*:1*·,..i

SINGXPOKE: PUBLISHER.~TIMES ....3"' AE'/Bilt AML
EDITIONS PTE LTD, 1996. $49.95 a  "' , '42*21az„jn*

David Irvineis an Australian diplomat who spent much of
his career in Indonesia, where he apparently found a great
deal of time to compile the material for this encyclopedic LAKid.,~3*7 611 ,&/t'M
discussion of Indonesian puppet forms. Whatever prob-

lems befell Australian/Indonesian relations due to Irvine:s .R

OrNPEntlibrns-Nrs- UNIiese,NU' 02;11 =lan= * 4 · ·--~· 4/(f. *
nesian theater and gives it the stature it deserves. 44::ill

Clearly, Irvine has read everything written on the slib- 4, 41/T'-
ject, and much of the book repeats information found in
obscure academic texts. For example, his chapter on the
design and construction of puppets owes a great deal to

I.

R.L. Mellema's book on the subject, which in turn owes a
great deal to a hoc,k by the Javanese dalang, Sukin Ilow-
ever, never has so much information been so accessible
and concentrated in one beautifully illustrated volume. This :,ff 0
book is now the ideal starting pc,int for anyone interested i
in the subject, knocking James Brandon's "On Thrones of -=

0Golci' off the tc,p c,f ttic list (,f 110(,ks ti) retid (in the wayang,
The book has excellent chapters on the ancient ori-

gins of the shadow puppet theater, :is well as synopses of
popular wayang stories. Also useful for anyone who has
seen a collection of wayang puppets is a 125-page illus-

Wayang exhibition,
trated glossary of the principal characters, giving their names,

1999 International Wayang Festival
personal attributes, and describing their role in thejavanese
versions of the story cycles. "

 (anIt seems a bit strange that, given his proximity to In- tography. Still, it cannot convey the quirky, "masarakat

donesian politics, Irvine does not discuss or even mention Indonesian term for pc,pulist) and often ribald humor of a real
the effect of Indonesia's oppressive military governinent wayang performance. For that, you should turn to the Lontar

on the wayang - any observer during the 70's and 80's Foundation:s 1999 publication of five translations of complete

would have had ample opportunity to witness the devas- wayang performances. And no book can capture the atmo-
tating effects of Suharto's "New' Order" regime on artists. sphere, elegance, and evocative power of an actual all-night
One hopes that with the fall of Suharto, western academics wayang. For that you'll have to fly to Java, find your way to a
will be able to discuss these matters without having their village at sunset, light up a clove cigarette, and watcli while
visas revoked. the ancient Gods and heroes are conjured down to earth by a

This book successfully manages tc) merge the styles great puppeteer.
of both academic and "coffee table" books, containing ac-
curate information coupled with beautiful layout and pho- KEVIEW BY DANIEL MCGUIKE
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The Grand Tour of Europe's Puppet Theater,
with a Vigorous Guide

A History of European Puppetry, Volume One:
From Its Origins to the End of the 19th Century
by Henryk Jurkowski. Collaborating
Editor: Penny Francis. 427 pp  Lewiston:
The Edwin Mellen Press, 1996.

Henryk Jurkowskis two- Jurkowski is fearless in
volume History of European ~I 4 ~ taking on the big picture. Bas-
Puppetry is a great event at our g ing his work on existing stud-
turn-of-the-century moment, for ... .·<f 1 ies of specific puppet tradi-
it's the first time since the 1850s tions in Eastern and Western
that a thorough review of the Europe, as well as some un-
practice of puppet theater in Eu- usual and more arcane

R.GC £491 t#PliCC nOR,NDOrope has been written. -- sources, the omni-lingual au-
Jurkowski's first volume (the sec- , - 4+ thor puts together a fascinat-
ond volume will be reviewed in ing story of how the marginal,
the next issue of PI) has a won- low-culture forms of puppet
derfully vast and inclusive scope, theater alternately struggled
ranging from the Greeks' use of and thrived on the fringes and
puppets in the same theaters sometimes in the centers of
where Aeschylus was per- European citjes and towns as
formed, to the emergence of , MOK . b DC,"CRARG they metamorphosed from
puppet theater as a recognized r medieval Christian culture
art form in late nineteenth-cen- . -~et- « . thrc,ugh Renaissance innova-

'//- atury France. It's essential read- A.) - 0/26/7=1 7 1~* tions, Enlightenment
ing for anyone interested in un- ~ U refigurings, and Romantic
derstanding why the ancient art u , X illa« revolutions, to the almost fa-
of puppet theater can still capti- miliar urban, increasingly in-
vate audiences in the age of film, dustrial culture of the 1800s.
television, and the computer, Try-
and a clear invitation for other Jurkowski's book shows
historians to continue investigat- that some aspects of puppet
ing the vast reaches of this rich theater are amazingly consis-
cultural history. tent: its constant connection

tartelloni": posters outside of
U

a Sicilian theater of "pupi"
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to a wide variety of theater forms, its persistent (:ind
often dangerous) willingness to function as a social
critic, and its assiduous connection to religic,us con-
tent, even as European culture as a whole became
more and more secular. Equally important, Euro-
pean puppeteers rarely limited theinselves to only
one form of puppet manipulation, or even to pup-
petry itself. In other words, puppeteers were always
mixing their hancipuppets and inarionettes with me-
chanical devices, animated tableaux, picture perfor-
mances, peep shows, magic lantern slides, animated
altarpieces. shadow figures, masks. music. acrobat- Mephisto, in a Czech

ics, trained animals, and commercial hucksterism. version of Doctor Faust

The "mechanical" aspects of European puppet per-
formance alone have great relevance to our own
time, when electronic machines are so central to lands, although it also makes one yearn to break away
the culture we experience. Jurkowski's history shows from the relentless narrative of the tour to look mole
that the performing machine was always central to closely at the particular aspects of some of these perfor-
the art of the puppet. In the 1870 prograin of Munich, mance forms, even as our guide hurtles inexorably and
for example, puppetinaster Johann Schichtl. which, with unblinking certainty to his goal: that moment when
together with a marionette red:iction of Faust, ad- the funky old puppet theater becomes modem
vertised "Knowledge of Mechanics or I.ife through
Machines, Artificial-Figures that are not presented In Jurkowski's view, there is something called "true

as Marionettes on strings or wires biit due to their puppet theater," a relatively realistic, literature-based form

mechanisms they will appear as a huni:In." which follows, a step behind and in constant response
to, the European actors' theater. This leaves some tradi-

Professor Jurkowski, long revered its one of tic,ns unmentioned in Jurkowski's book. such as the ex-
the great historians of puppet theater (the UNIN'lA tensive use of giant puppets, hobby horses. and other
encyclopedia of puppet theater he edited should performing objects in civic and religious rituals across
appear soon), has an c,ld-schc,c,1 approach to his- Europe. These are practices whose descendants flour-

tory as gr:ind, atithoritative narrative-which I find ish today, but they weren't inlitations or responses to
refreshing. No postmodern deconstructions here, or text-based actors' theater-apparently not "true" puppet
furtive re-positionings :tiong the complex webb of theater. On the other hand, there's also no room in this

contemporary academic cultural critiques. Instead. history for toy theater, the mass-produced cutout paper
we are continually aware that Professor Jurkowski theaters that swept across middle-class Europe in the

is our colorful, opinionated guide, leading us on his nineteenth century and were slavish imitations of ac-
tour. This might be the best way to follow puppet tors' theater. Toy theater probably didn't qualify as "true"

theater through in:my centitries, 1:inguages, and puppet theater because it was performed by :linateurs.
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One of the fascinating aspects of Jurkowski's
book is that, despite his unswerving pursuit of a
"true" puppet theater, he constantly (and happily, There are vast developments afoot over the
in fact) finds himself documenting the "untrue" centuries: animated altarpiece figures are succeeded
puppet theaters: those rough, impure, and inde- by handpuppets, which are then joined by mari-
cent forms of puppetry with which the "true" pup- onettes; travelling companies range across Europe,
pet theater was always enmeshed. It's as if the pup- intermixing styles and stories; permanent theaters
pets and puppeteers of the fairgrounds, market- rise, fall, and reappear in the growing cities. Every
places, and unlicensed theaters themselves bridle so often, intellectuals and writers such as Henry Field-
at the prospect of respectability proffered by ing, Heinrich von Kleist, or Thdophile Gautier are
Jurkowski. Peter Schumann, thinking of a recent inspired to define something magical and unique
German history of nineteenth-century puppet the- about the lowly form. The growth of the middle
ater, once pointed out that puppetry is "easier re- class in the eighteenth century inspires a new range
searched in police records than in theater of puppet theaters focused on that audience, and in
chronicles." Jurkowski's study shows that, to the the early nineteenth century the Romantics seize
contrary, there is a wealth of material about pup- upon puppet theater as somehow rough and true,
pet theater in those chronicles; and yet the gist of an antidote to the purported rationality of modern
Schumannt statement remains true. Persistently an industrializing life. By the end of that century, pup
outsider art, puppet theater seems to revel in thumb- petty seems poised to enter the next as a recog-
ing its nose at social propriety and governmental nized art form.
authority. Jurkowski shows quite wonderfully how
this was part of puppetry's incredibly tight connec- One of Jurkowski's great insights (and there
tion to the traditions of Italian Commedia dell'Arte, are many in this book) is that puppet theater persis-
through the development of Pulcinella, Punch, tently lagged behind the cultural developments tak-
Petrushka, Hanswurst, Kasperle, Guignol, and the ing place in more respected realms of theater, art,
many other local, regional, and national characters and literature. While European theater, for example,
who seemed to capture the spirit of their respec- became more secular and realistic, puppet theater
tive communities. clutched onto its Bible stories and mystery plays.

Jurkowski tends to see the roughness
of traditional puppet theater, its con-
stant joking about its own fakeness, and
its propensity to indulge in anachro-
nisms as faults, which they could be, if
we considered realistic theater as a kind
of benchmark. For example, Jurkowski
mentions a 1793 Polish szopka (a rod-
puppet nativity play) in which the "first
news of the French Revolution encour-
aged a priest, Panuzzy, to present the
revolutionary French army struggling
against the forces of Herod." Jurkowski
himself can't help admiring the won-
derful disjunction of this historical messi
ness, especially since the puppet show
was quite popular. There is, however,

Tillers Excelsior Marionettes, no indication in his analysis of these
England, 19th century
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Puppets from a 19!h century,

English variety show

puppet practices that such disjunctions might not to publish a beautiful book on puppet theater which
only be popular in the eighteenth century, but also artfully combines text and image-numerous recent
be the kind of performance which would make examples abound. It's too bad that the Mellen Press

perfect sense to the twentieth century's notions of couldn't rise to the occasion with Henryk Jurkowski's

Surrealism, Dada, the Absurd, Epic Theater, and fascinating work.
Postmodernism.

The occasion, nonetheless, is a great one.
It must be said, unfortunately, that the Mellen Jurkowski's study opens the door to a world of vast

Press does not do justice to Jurkowski's rich mate- riches, and invites us in to understand how and why
rial. The feel of the paper, the fonts, the page lay- puppet theater has come down to us in all its in-
out, and the numerous glaring typographical er- tense glory. I think the best way to enter this book

rors all bespeak a certain inattention, as if other is to prepare one's self for a great journey full of
projects were engaging more of the editors' inter- interesting sights and ideas. There's a strong-willed
est. There are a great many wonderful illustrations guide leading us (at a brisk pace! Don't dawdle
grouped together in the middle of the hoc,k, but please!) on his tour, and you may feel inclined to
absolutely no mention of them in the text, which is stop and argue with him along the way. He would

a shame because Jurkowski's descriptions often cry probably relish the exchange.
out for some kind of visual referent. It is possible

review by John Bell
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a non-profit development project 4,s
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Puppeteers of America

Pacific Southwest Regional Festival
Luckman Fine Arts Comp/ex, Cat. State, Los Angejes

Information do Puppet Studio ' 1680 Vine St. #506
Hollywood, CA 90028  323-461-1415

www.puppetbuilder.com/puppetmania2000

Handcrafted multicultural puppets
Designed by Eulenspiegel Puppet Theatre Puppeteers of America

Hand-painted by low-income lowan artisans %Iutheast$45 each professional discount available
PO Box 330 ..M Iegi©nalWest Liberty, IA 52776 0 0-
[8881655-3160 06 re%tivalwww. goodfolk. com WG

member of the Fair Trade Federation luili~11 0,
t: Puppet Festival of the Americas

June 22 - 25,2000
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

*Mt €ondulting AR Broward Center for the Performing Arts
Museum of Art 0 Main Library Theater

• Fund-Raising • Grant Research A Top -Notch Regional Festival Featuring:
• Public Relations • Special Events Professional Puppet Symposium

Fam,4 Programming
State-of-the-Art Theaters

3~lichelle 3*lpers Sunny Beaches, Golf, Diving and More!
Exhibits and Workshops

Professional Fund-Raiser 0= For more information, please contact:
Alice Rhodes, Registrar

3637 Victoria Drive
Stone Mountain, GA 33083

8617 Argyle (314) 427-7685 4 M 404.296.7288

St. Louis, MO 63114 E-mail: shlicslt@swbell.net
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September 6 - 24 • New York City

Featuring: iN#

Compagnie Philippe Genty (France)
Stowaways

Robert Lepage (Canada)
The Twelfth House

Redmoon Theater (Chicago)
Hunchback of Notre Dame

Tang Shu-Wing (Hong Kong)
Millennium Autopsy

Ronnie Burkett (Canada)
Street of Blood

Michael Sommers (Minneapolis)
A Prelude to Faust

Albrecht Roser (Germany)
Gustaf and His Ensemble 44 1

Faulty Optic (United Kingdom)
Snuffhouse Dustiouse

White Goat ( Russia ) ./ 1

Wings

And many more from the US1/ ' 1-- and around the globe :U"ll'll

E*47- 4
r Also featuring:

«A

Late Night Puppet Cabaret,
Symposia & Lectures

. 4
Select companies will tour nationwide.

For more information, or to be added to the mailing list, contact:
Henson International Festival of Puppet Theater
117 East 69th Street, New York, NY 10021 • 212.439.7556
www.hensonfestival.org - info@hensonfestival.org



COTSEN CENTER FOR

PUPPETRY

AND THE ARTS 6 x ./744/

f a laboratory for training ~
{ and experimentation in

"r=lia,~~r'Tom Thumb @rected bv Roman Pas}~;  the art of puppet theatre
0 0

i. .

I The Cotsen Center provides an opportunity for interdisciplinary
exploration in the art of puppet theatre with an emphasis on aesthetics and ideas.
Students can immerse themselves in a complete range of artistic and technical skills 1
related to the use of puppets and performing objects including the study of formal 1 *approaches history, direction, design, choreography, and construction techniques. In
addition they can study the influence of puppetry on other theatrical forms, film, the visu
al arts music, literature, digital media, and installation. Visiting artists present an ongo- 1,.Ing series of lectures classes, and productions involving the innovative use of puppets
and performing objects across a variety of disciplines

Janie Geiser, Director of The cotsen Center is an internationally ~~~
renowned theatre director, designer and filmmaker. Geiser's work has been recog-
nized for its sense of mystery, its detailed evocation of self-contained worlds and its
strength of design. Her pieces have toured nationally and internationally, and have
been recognized with numerous awards including a 1989 Obie a 1992 Guggenheim
Fellowship, and with grants from the Pew Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, the

~' National Endowment for the Arts and the Henson Foundation, which has twice pre-
sented her work at their International Festival of Puppet Theatre at the Public Geiser's
films have been shown at the Museum of Modern Art two New York Film Festivals the t.
San Francisco Film Festival. and the Rotterdam International Film Festival Ether Te/earams directed bv Janie Geiser

Roman Paska, Affiliate Artist Visiting Artists have included
~* Lee Breuer

•Jane Henson
• Larry Reed
•Paul Zaloom
• Pablo Cueto of Teatro Tinglado
•Adrian Kohler and Basil Jones of

HandSpring Puppet Company .4
.·.·a.·*ai~imsr'· .· ·

CalArts' 60 acre campus is 27 miles north
of Hollywood at: 24700 McBean Parkway
Valencia, CA 91355
For Admissions
1 -800-292-2787 (in California)
1 -800-545-2787 (out of state)
E-Mail: admiss@calarts.edu
Website: www.calarts.edu
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Subject: EARN MONEY IN YOUR SPARE TIME !

Date: Tue, 29 Feb 2000 13:49:18 -0600
From: UNIMA-USA Board
PUPPETRY INTERNATIONAL magazine (PI) is looking for
a self-motivated, enthusiastic person to sell ads for this ;UPPETjournal of international merit. NTER~-1~NAr-_ 1 1/

> A 20% commission earned on every ad you sell or renew!
> Make your own hours ..If=

> Work from home
> Be part of the great team that produces PI

Contact Kathee Foran at:
kforan@hobt.org<mailto:kforan@hobt. org>
or (612) 721-2535 x 101

The Fifth Annu@1
International SHA SHA HIGB\/Summer Academy

-r- of "EPHEMEF»AL SCULPTUAE MOVING SLOWLY

1 f ,/ String IN X THOUSAND INTAICATE PIECES"

f Puppetry , 9

P€ AFOR»MANCES, #, 72-
Tiught by MASKS &

i'

Master Artist *9 AA *diE'-v
MOVEMENT WOAKSHOPS ~f --=4-

Albrecht
Roser PO BOX !52, 1.-ti' , a ',  <4 ,---BOLINAS, CA 94924 e-(415) 868-2409 : 1*:.

Hosted by <
Th nstitute of Professional

j and Educational Puppet Arts
4 The University of Connecticut

Storrs, CT U.S.A. e-mail: -- 6

shashahigby@earthlink.net +
Two Separate, but Related Sessions

July 9 - 26,2000 website:
1- ugust 6-19, 2000 http://www.vox.com./shasha.html

puppetarts®finearts.sfa.ucorn.edu
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CENTER STAGE:
Our continuing series on tbe burgeoning pbenome*lon of tbe
Puppetry Center, bere and abroad

Ter}&44Ste TheAtre,
frovpoience, 721

Perishable is not exactly a puppetry center, but, as Associate Artistic Director Vanessa Gilbert puts it, "We are
a 'locus."' They certainly are! Perishable, founded in 1983, hosts a biennial puppet festival (scheduled to
follow the Henson Foundation's festival in NYC), a bi-monthly late-night "puppetry salon" of high-quality,
"edgy" work, as well as including puppetry in their Mainstage season. They have hosted the premieres of
several works by designer Heather Henson. They have a strong relationship with Gilbert's theatre company
(Woodward and Gilbert) from which she and her partner Jeremy Woodward have created shows ranging from
the most captivating miniature rod-puppets, to outdoor spectacles featuring enormous figures and large casts.

Even the non-puppet work at Perishable has a focus on "visual theatre," where the spheres of actor and
puppet intersect.

So, the next time you're in New England and looking for puppetry, Perishable may the locus for you!

fer}sAASLe The,!tre.
7/1142,1.st,fie 41 Empt.re Street, froviAe,tce, Rl
8th ANNUAL WOMEN'S 401-331-2695 - phone

www.perishable.org - webPLAYWRIGHTING FESTIVAL
perisable@as220.org - e-mail

Three winning plays are selected for
production from hundreds of
submissions in this international one-act
playwriting competition. This unique
festival includes: guest performers, gallery exhibit, post-performance discussions,

publication of an anthology, and high
school outreach programs.
PREVIEWS: Saturday, May 20th and
Sunday, May 21 st at 7PM
PERFORMANCES: Thurs. - Sat.,
May 25th - June 17th at 8PM
Sunday, June 11 th and 18th at 2PM
Tickets: $ 15-6 Discounts s/s/d
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RI¥S ONLY LATE NIGHT PUPPET SALON !

Sta'3  e 2.
Keith Munslow's THICK CUT BACON nteel)
and other stories...
Multi-talented performer Keith Munslow rROM A T~IENIP
presents an evening of stories and songs,
both personal and peculiar. He turns the
daily life in his neighborhood into adven-
tures of the humorous kind.
PERFORMANCES: Thursday - Saturday,
March 30th - April 8th with a special
Sunday matinee, April 9th at 2PM
Tix: $10-6 Discounts s/s/d

BLOOD FROM A TURNIP
Rl's only late night puppet salon. Blood
From A Turnip brings to Providence up-
and-coming puppeteers from NY and
throughout New England.
PERFORMANCES: Fridays 10PM, March
17th and May 19th, Tickets only $5.

TEXTplosion
An exciting new play-reading series
PERFORMANCES: Sundays 7PM.
February 20th, April 16th. Tix: FREE!

IMPROVJONES
This acclaimed late night comedy improvi-
sation troupe returns for its 5th year.
PERFORMANCES: EVERY SATURDAY ilfe&:4' '
NITE at 10pm. Admission only 5 bucks! .'*'~1' '

PHILIP GLASS - Live In Concert!
Perishable Theatre is pleased to announce a
special solo performance with the interna- FEATURING: <4+Avh!', ,<~1 p
tionally reknowned artist and composer, CAT AND MOUSE IN PARTNERSHIP: the Potato Pancake Truck Project · CRUD'N'

BUCKETS: Robert Haftinger · BILL HARLEY! • NEW HANDPUPPET PIECES:
Philip Glass. $50 reserved seating with Andrew "Strange Love" Periale · Music by NANCY GIRLS JR.
post-performance reception with the artist FRIDAY, MAY 21 @ 1 OPM ALL TICKETS $5 TICKETLINE: 331-2695
April 14th at 8PM
$25 General Admission PERISHAIBIE

poster: Mark Pedini THEATRE 95 EFIPIRE ST.
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BOOKS SCRIPTS

f l PATTERNS VIDEO TAPES
AUDIO TAPES

OFFERS:

1 Making Puppets Come Alive
Carol Fijan anci Larry Engler

Carol
and
Fran

T-lE
~UD~ETRy

STOWE
1525- 24th Street SE, Auburn, WA 98002
ph: (253) 833-8377 fax: (253) 939-4213

PoAStore @ aol.com catalog at: www. poapuppetrystore.com 4 , ''4.

A service of Puppeteers of America, Inc.
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PoAStore@aol.com Catalog on line at: www.poapuppetrystore.com
A Service of Puppeteers of America, Inc.
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Successful Punch & Judy Successful
by Glyn Edwards, 135 pp. Great Britain,

Punch & JudyOaSilva Puppet Books , 2000 by 'prof 'Gly!} Edwardsreviewed by Donald Devet

Reading Edwards' Sticces>ful Punch and /uay is a wonderful
iway to begin a new century. The book is a reaffirmation of the

three-hundred-year-old endurance of the UK's national pup-
pet, and of the world's most famous trickster, Old Red Nose,
Punch. according to "Prof' Edwards (practitioners of Punch
and Judy are traditionally referred to as "Professors"), is far
more famous than any performer of a Punch show will ever
be. "Punch is too old to die" is every Punch Profs motto. No
matter how well or how poorly he is performed, Punch will
persevere as long as there is a need to stand logic on its head
or to provoke hostility toward authority. Edwards -/4 '

No novice to Mr. Punch's world, Edwards has forty years likens per-
,·r

of performing experience, As well as teaching a course on the forming
subject, Edwards wasinstrumentalinthefouncling oftwo Punch Punch and
and Judy societies and the publication of  a quarterly journal, Judy to performing jazz, Any P&.1 script is only a rough guide.
Arc)und tbe World witb Mr. Puncb, that serves to link Punch I.ike musical notes , the words on tile page are just jumping off
enthusiasts everywhere. You would think that with all those points for your own personal riffs, If you clecide to become a
years of experience and credentials, Edwards might take this Prof, Edwards advises that you give Punch your unique per-
opportunity to pontificate. But Edwards' Succes€ful Punch and sonal style while at the same time staying true to centuries of
Jtidy doesn' t preach to the choir. Quite the opposite . I lis book tradition . No easy accomplishment , but certainly a worthwhile
is well suited to those curious souls who have never performed goal. Edwards balances Punch tileory with loads of practical
the show but are willing to give it a go. advice, everything from what to look for in a good swazzle to

The book is intelligently divided into well organized top- what to wear while performing, There are only two thin chap-
ics- cast, plot, puppet and stage construction, performing tech- ters devoted to the actual construction of puppets, props and
niques- and even inclucles a starter script. Thoughtful quotes stage, But th:it's all right, 'flieie are plenty of puppet construe-
and helpful performance tips pepper the side bars of every tion books already :ivailable. It's Edwards' down-to-earth, no-
page. There is also a smattering of Punch cartoons and draw- nonsense approach tliat makes this book so charming. You
inKs to remind us of Mr. P's illustrious history. The spiral wire can tell that tile Prof has experienced many a puppeteers night-
hinder makes the book easy for sc,ineone to handle with c,ne m:irc- St:iges blowing over, crying babies. :ipathetic audiences-

hand while presumably manipulating Mr. Punch with the other. and has lived tO tell al,out it with hi,inor ind grace,
According to Edwards, performing a Punch :ind Judy 1{dwards warns th:lt if you decide to bring Old Red Nose

show is synonyinous with playing in a long-running so:ip op- to life, yot, should be prepared to lie criticized hy your audi-
era. The drama started long before you were ever born and ence, Those untainiliar with tile Punch tradition may question
will continue long after you :ire gone. The best a Prof can do the vic,lent elements of the slic,w. Eclwarcis offers a thoughtful
is st:ty true to Punch's indomitable spirit of anarchy, a spirit retort: "Mr. Punchfs little wooden universe is as far removed
that. unfortinately, has been politically tempered over time. from leality as the kingdom of tlie clown- where assault by
Sure, Punch has been relegated to the nursery. But th:it doesn't litic'ket of water :ind Custard pie is never mistakenly cited as
nie.in he has to stoop to leading a sing-.1-long. Punch is fur too :in encouragement to violence in society."
roguish for that . Punch is a wooden opportunity to pc ,ke ftin And theirs the way to do u in this centmy.
at the woild, no matter where or when you live,
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LOOKING FOR
PUPPET BOOKS?

We are the leading suppliers to puppeteers,
puppet enthusiasts and UNIMA Centres ~
worldwide, and normally stock 400-500 titles,
new and secondhand. Access our catalogue ~ ·
online at:

www.puppetbooks.co.uk
This site enables you to search under any topic 1/ 841 Tand order securely with Visa or Mastercard.

Alternatively, if you prefer a printed catalogue »0\,>T
containing the latest used books, before they j
reach the website, send $5.00 to:

RAY DASILVA \\i -..d63 Kennedy Road, Bicester
Oxfordshire OX6 8BE UK. ...=I~A

'·.

Telephone/Fax +44 (0)1869 245793 ----,#.'OJ'J~.I,

Email: dasilva@puppetbooks.co.uk

Special note to American customers: You are very
well served by Jeanine Bartelt at The Puppetry Store ~~ ~
where you can obtain books published in the USA more
economically than we can supply. We do however,
have a wide range of European books at reasonable ~
prices and we also accept dollar checks - both American 1
and Australian.
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For over twenty years, the Center for Puppetry Arts in Atlanta has been dedicated to preserving
and displaying puppetry - from the traditional to the avante garde.

Featuring performances, education workshops and a museum.

Center for Puppetry Arts
1404 Spring Street at 18th · Atlanta, GA 30309

3Katpo Administrative Office/ 404-873-3089 · Ticket Sales Office/ 404-873-3391 · Fax/ 404-873-9907
Website/ www.puppet.org · Email/ puppet@mindspring.com

Vincent Anthony, Executive Director · Headquarters of UNIMA-USA



Where e or  es Are

Four days r
of high quality ,.VAL of PO,»
theater,

symposia,
Potpourri. r
fled market,
Puppets:
Educat0on
Mag\c,

puppet salon N
of short pieces. 9 ''* ,
and MORE!

For registration Puppeteers of America -Tk' ORk
info, write:
Festival 2000, c/o Northeast/Mid-Atlantic 107
Puppet Showplace
Theatre, 32 Station Regional Festival!
Street, Brookline, MA For a FREE resources catalog or membership information
02476 (617-731 -6400) July 13 - 16, 2000 1-800-525-4514 or nsn@naxs.netemail:
shopuppet@bigplanetcom Stonehill College, Easton, MA www. storynet. org
Or contact Tom Judith O'Hare, Festival Director
Fogarty, Registrar, Bonnie Periale & Andrew Periale, Artistic Directors
RO. Box 99, New Will Cabell,Workshop Director
Milford, CT 06776 Liz Freeman, Puppets: Education Magic

THE LANGUAGE OF
THE PUPPET

This landmark book brought
together 19 top puppetry per-
tormers, artists and scholars
from three continents, and is
full of beautiful pictures.
Order it now
before it sells out ! $12.45 per copy

(includes shipping in U.S.)

UNIMA-USA, Attn: Sarah Hochstetler
1404 Spring St NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 • <unima@mindspring.com>
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*Join us in
MINNEAPOLIS

this Spring *
FOR IN THE HEART OF THE BEAST

PUPPET AND MASK THEATRE's

11'11

11

Come for the dayayDay shines as a celebration Sunday, May 7,2000 · 1:00 pm 'til dusk
of life, hope and the power of Meet us curbside along the parade route, then follow

us into Powderhorn Park for one of the most eagerly
tile creative spirit building community anticipated springtime events in the Twin Cities .

in the process of creating a parade Or stay for a while
April 8 May 7 (or anytime in between)youth and elders, urban dwellers and Come work with us and the hundreds of volunteers
who assist the puppet and mask staff artists in buildingsuburbanites, stand shoulder to shoulder the parade each year. Workshops begin April 8th and
are FREE and open to everyone.creating everything from the simplest

animal mask to elaborate working water- if you really want to get your hands dirty !
Internships (long and short term) are available

falls, life-sized bridges, walking totems,
and giant twirling three-pole puppets Call us at (612) 721 -2535 for more information .
to welcome spring back to Minnesota. For volunteer or internship opportunities call

(612) 721-2535 x109.

I I
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Bits 6 N Pieces Theatre
America's Giant Puppet Company presents
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Puppets by Holli Rubin. Lyrics by Jerry Bickel. Music by Irwin Web
First created in 1984.700+ performances in 22 states. Rebuilt in 1999.

International appearances at Singapore children's festival, Hong Kong Caption Festival,
Taiwan's Pacific Rim Puppet Festival, Tokyo Love & Courage tour.

Awards include 1993 Tampa arts Education Award, 1996 Olympic Games Regional
Cultural Olympiad Award, 1998 Florida Theatre Conference Children's Theatre Award.

Bits 'N Pieces Puppet Theatre, Tampa, Florida 813-659-0659 www.puppetworld.com
Presented with the assistance of the State of Florida, Division of Cultural Affairs,

Arts Council of Hillsborough County, Florida Arts Council
and local presenting organizations with their sponsors.
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String puppet from India
(see article on page 11)


